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FROM THE

FROM THE

CHAIRMAN...
This year has been one that none of us
could have ever imagined or planned
for. The global pandemic challenged
Oklahoma Hall of Fame staff to pivot
from in-person programming to online
education literally overnight. And rise to
the challenge they did.
Today we are serving thousands
while ensuring the safety of our
staff and those we serve. Through
OHOF@HOME curated content,
including educational projects and fun
activities, was created for families to
enjoy together. Through DISCOVERY
DAYS, every Thursday at 10:30
a.m., participants learn more about
Oklahoma’s people, enjoy story time,
and create a craft. In addition, free
craft packets continue to be distributed
to those who do not have the supplies
at home. OHOF ADVENTURES, every
Tuesday at 2:00 p.m., highlights
Oklahomans and their field of work. The
Pioneer Spirit Pop-up Exhibit features
six Oklahomans with inspiring and
unique stories and is traveling to schools
throughout Oklahoma. And this is just a
sampling of the opportunities available
for students at home and teachers in
their classrooms. I encourage you to
visit our website and learn about all the
programming available.

This year also has challenged us
in our fundraising efforts and, for the
first time in our 93-year history, we
were forced to host the Oklahoma
Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony
virtually. The induction ceremony
aired on November 12th and we
have received nothing but favorable
comments on the class and the
production. And, nearly every table
and ticket purchase for the event we
were allowed to retain as a donation.
We are indeed thankful for the
generous support of our donors. That
support is important now more than
ever. With the end-of-year ask hitting
mailboxes, we ask that you give what
you can to ensure the Oklahoma
Hall of Fame can continue serving
the many audiences that depend so
heavily on us.
I am beyond proud of our team
at the Oklahoma Hall of Fame who
have found the silver lining in serving
thousands across Oklahoma during
this unprecedented global pandemic.
May the holidays be enjoyed with
those you love and your New Year
be bright.
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As chairman Benbrook noted,
2020 has definitely been a year of
challenges. But these challenges also
have provided for great opportunity
and growth for the Oklahoma Hall of
Fame. This year we have examined
processes and programming, as well
as the communities we serve and
celebrate. While we provide for many
audiences … in reality there is still
much work to be done to ensure we
include all Oklahomans in everything
we do. We are committed to honoring
great leaders of all races, religions,
cultures, ethnicities, socio-economic
statuses, genders, sexual orientations,
and physical and intellectual abilities.
We are building programming that
celebrates diversity, equity, and
inclusion. Together we will create a
legacy for the Oklahoma Hall of Fame
of unity, justice, and truth.
We recognize that we do not have
all the answers and there are difficult
discussions to be had and important work
to do. We promise that our words and
actions will demonstrate and support our
commitment to make this organization,
along with all it has to offer, accessible

to every Oklahoman. And, we ask that
you join us as we chart the next 93
years of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame.
We need your help to ensure that
every great Oklahoman is considered
for induction. And just a reminder,
only those nominated are considered
for Oklahoma’s highest honor. Please
go to our website at OklahomaHoF.
com to download the nomination
form, complete, and return by March
1st. If you have any questions or
require assistance in completing the
form, please contact us as we are
happy to help.
On behalf of the officers, directors,
and staff, thank you for your continued
support and allowing us the greatest
reward of telling Oklahoma’s story
through its greatest resource—our
people. Be well and may 2021 be
your best year yet.

Shannon L. Rich, President & CEO

Bruce T. Benbrook, Chairman
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N I C O L E M O A N:
CLAY AND CONTRAST
BY DONNA MERKT

Oklahoma artist Nicole Moan creates ceramic corsets. This simple statement
is loaded with meaning not lost on Moan.

BY BRYON PERDUE, JR. & AMENA BUTLER
Is she a visual artist? Is she a fashion designer? The answer isn’t easily apparent, revealing a challenge
Moan has experienced throughout her career. “In the fashion world my works are considered to be
art and in the art world I’m considered fashion,” explained Moan. “I’ve never wanted to be like anyone.
So, it’s hard to stick me in a box.”
3
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Artist Nicole Moan is down to earth, though her artwork
has been described as “fantastical.” Photo provided by
the artist.

(Previous page) Moan creates corsets for blushing brides
and for those more daring. Photo provided by the artist.
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nterestingly, Moan’s dilemma has echoes in the past,
when sculpture and ceramic artists and those creating
utilitarian objects struggled to receive deserved
recognition from the arts community. In fact, famed
Italian sculptor Michelangelo was at the center of that
debate during the Renaissance as some argued against
his sculpture being recognized as art. Originality is
frequently a lynchpin of this discussion and that quality
is important to Moan; it’s also the reason that she doesn’t
cast her corsets. Each of her corsets is hand molded and
hand painted. They are each unique and special. Nicole
Moan makes art.
Though this primary paradox (visual artist or
fashion designer) is a defining situation of Moan’s world,
it’s not the only incongruous aspect of her life and career.
Indeed, a deeper dive reveals further intriguing contrasts
between the person that Moan is and the person that one
might assume she is, if basing that assumption on her
work itself.
The corsets designed by Moan run the gamut
from lacy, frilly bridal fare to fantasy and superhero
variations. A quick internet search returns dozens
of photos of her one-of-a-kind corsets, embellished
with intricate textures and ornamentations, and filled
to brimming with young, beautiful models either
with coy smiles or empowered gazes. The models
are also adorned with yards of billowing, sensuous
fabric, or little more than the corset itself, as well as
complimentary jewels, shoes, makeup, and hairstyles.
Moan generally works in partnership with hair and
makeup artists, and frequently manages the remainder
of the costume, fabric and accessories, herself.
Thumbing through these photos might give a person a
very distinct idea about the glamorous artist behind the
scenes; however, that idea could be quite wrong.
Moan is incredibly grounded and practical. “People
often think that because I make wearable art that I will
be dressed to the nines,” laughs Moan, who frequently
prefers more comfortable clothing. She says that dressing
down, particularly during photo shoots, helps give her

Models feel comfortable and confident in Moan’s corsets.
Photo by Neisha T. Ford.
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Moan frequently works with models, photographers, and hair and makeup artists
to create collaborative artworks. Photo by Neisha T. Ford.
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the range of movement and flexibility that she needs to
Broadway, and the opera. One might anticipate that
help clothe the models or install her art. Yet, she says her
she would prefer to work with professionals; in contrast,
humble attire also serves another purpose, “it gives me
she prefers to use everyday people as models. “I’ve even
some insight into who a person really is. If they treat me
found people in the grocery store and I’ve been, like,
poorly because of how I’m dressed, then this is probably
‘hey, have you ever thought of modeling?’ I’ve been the
not a person I wish to continue to work with in the future.
first step for many people in their modeling careers.
I want to build a positive atmosphere wherever I go—one
They work with me to start and later go on to like New
filled with respect for everyone.”
York... I like to work with the quiet ones that are not sure
Moan grew into her personal style; it came with
of themselves; I like to help them be more confident.”
maturity and life changes. Though she now prefers to
Moan suggests that she creates her corsets for all
let others stand in the spotlight
different body types and looks for
and wear the corset, the first
all different kinds of women and
corset she created was for herself
men to model her work, “curvy,
more than twenty years ago.
boney, nerdy, and hot.”
Needing something to wear to
Preferring to dress the
an event, she created a one-piece
models herself, Moan claims
clay corset that laced up the
that’s because she can ensure
back. That first creation was
their corsets fit well and are
uncomfortable and “a big hot
comfortable, revealing yet
mess.” However, intrigued with the
another disparity—since when
idea, Moan began experimenting
are corsets comfortable? “The
with making ceramic corsets in
models are usually surprised
panels that could wrap around
and say, ‘Wow! This is really
the body and be adjustable to suit
comfortable,’” Moan laughs. “I can
different body types.
look at the corset and tell where
For the first ten years, Moan
it could be pinching, too tight, or
would wear the corsets herself to
uncomfortable just by the way
art shows and events. She claims
it’s holding the [model’s] body.”
that wearing the corsets made her
Moan asserts that the rigid nature
feel “powerful” and “like a piece of
of the ceramic material is actually
Moan’s talents as artist and seamstress
art.” She also said it was like being
more comfortable and supportive
are revealed in her work. Here she sews
a flame in a room full of moths—
than whalebone corsets which
a butterfly detail on Earth Mother. Photo
everyone wanted to see and touch
“move around, even though
provided by the artist.
the corsets. This is a quality that
they’re rigid.” She should know; an
Moan prizes in her work. “I want
accomplished seamstress, Moan
the viewer to want to touch. Brush their fingers over a
actually started off making the more traditional corsets.
piece of art.” However, she also acknowledges that’s not
Moan’s background as a seamstress makes sense, is
where she wants to be, personally, any longer; she got a
even illuminating, given her artistic interpretation of a
bit “burnt out” on the experience and prefers to let others
fashion mainstay. Yet, a glance at Moan’s resume seems to
take the spotlight. “I…love making the person wearing
uncover more of those incongruities that reveal her varied
the piece feel like a piece of art. I tear up thinking about
interests and modest persona. In addition to classes in
how happy it makes me to see someone smile when they
painting and ceramics, Moan also trained in welding and
look in the mirror while wearing my work. They become
mechanics. “With the mechanic and welding training I
a living piece of art!”
can create the displays for my work along with lighting
Moan has dressed models and clients across the
and even moving parts to pull the piece together. The
country and in Europe for the red carpet, photo shoots,
engineering side of things helps me achieve a comfortable,
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wearable work of art. Over the years I have used welding,
packaging is needed, and we know exactly how our food
sewing, sculpting, graphic design, and mechanical
has been treated.”
erhaps when looking for understanding about
engineering to complete my pieces.”
this enigmatic artist, the best place to look is at the
Moan’s resume also reveals her other creative
material that she works with—the earth, the clay—and
endeavor, and the one that she considers her day job—she
at her feeling of deep connection to the natural world.
is an expert in ceramic tile. “Tile is a very functional art
The nature elements showcased on Moan’s home murals
form. It is very prevalent in everyone’s life, so much so that
are also prevalent in her corset designs, which feature
it rarely gets noticed. If you want to spice it up and give it a
organic spiral designs, woven
unique look to change your home
lattices of leaves, grasses, petals,
or office’s aesthetic, I’m your gal.”
and flowers, and embellishments
Not only does she install tile, but as
of butterflies and reptiles.
a ceramicist, Moan creates custom,
Currently, Moan’s favorite piece
unique tile for “pools, kitchen
is a creation called Earth Mother,
backsplashes, showers, company
which was developed specifically
logos, and tile murals.”
for the exhibit The Visage of
Moan has been working on
Modern Matriarchy at the Gaylorda large-scale tile mural for the
Pickens Museum. The corset
last several years; the ground for
for the piece is glazed a matte
this undertaking is her onecharcoal gray and embellished
hundred-year-old Oklahoma City
with branches painted in gold.
home located in a neighborhood
The top of the front panel of the
of like-minded creatives. This
corset is sculpted to appear as
project gives her a place to work
if it is unravelling slightly, the
out some of her creative ideas
clay being twisted and pulled
and provide her with an existing
by a spectral breeze. The silky
portfolio. “The east wall is a coral
fabric of the skirt and mantel
reef; the back corner is a coy pond
are a gradient of pale flesh to a
theme abstract mural. The front is
The artist’s fondness for nature is a theme
deep, earthy bronze. Overlaying
becoming a birch tree enchanted
that permeates her creations.
the skirt are multicolored
forest with all kinds of birds and
Photo provided by the artist.
vertical ribbons bejeweled
other wildlife. The back of my
with embroidered butterflies.
house will look like the inside of
Adorning the mantle are woven garlands of dried natural
an Egyptian tomb,” explains Moan. “The west side of the
seed pods that Moan collected and preserved. Crowning
house is still a mystery to me. I’m waiting for something
the vestment is an elaborate blue and pink ceramic
to just knock my socks off.”
headdress reminiscent of the steeped pyramids of the
These nature murals are not only limited to the
Aztecs, complete with elaborate, dangling earpieces.
exterior of Moan’s home but can also be discovered
Interestingly Earth Mother could be considered a
inside. She relays: “The main bathroom is an underwater
reflection of Moan herself, who feels strongly about
forest…and the kitchen is a mix of everything with a
preserving the planet for her children. “I’m a mom of
pelican thrown in.” It’s obvious from the subjects of these
three amazing girls and I want this world to be amazing
murals that nature is important to Moan. In fact, she
throughout their life and many more years. I’ve seen it
considers herself an environmentalist: “My studio and
change so much in just my lifetime.” Moan’s dedication
house have 84 solar panels. We compost, recycle, and eat
to the Earth started when she was just a young child. She
as fresh as you can in Oklahoma. Our backyard is mostly
vividly recalls attending an assembly about caring for the
a vegetable garden and we have a few fruit trees. Growing
planet when she was only a child of six. “It made me look
and cooking our own food makes less waste because no

P
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Earth Mother, Moan’s favorite creation to date, was created specifically for
The Visage of Modern Matriarchy exhibit at the Gaylord-Pickens Museum. This piece combines her deep respect for nature and her work with ceramics and multi-media art.
Photo provided by the artist.
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at things differently and I realize we are all connected. I
feel this has made me a more understanding person and
has definitely shaped how I live my everyday life.”
Like her dedication to nature, Moan’s love of art and
creating formed early on. She recalls being inspired
by her creative parents and links her interest in corsets
to a painting of the Greek gorgon Medusa created by
her mother. “I remember sculpting horses with my
dad out of clay. I also remember my mom teaching
me perspective and the color chart when I was four. I
realized when I was in a creative, hands-on school…
in 5th grade, that not all of my peers seem to see things
the same way as I did…I think [art] is the main way I
communicate…It’s almost like air for me. It’s just part of
my being.”
Moan credits her parents, wife, and children with
being her primary inspiration. Looking ahead, she
hints at a collaborative work created with the help of
her family that incorporates her love of nature and of
ceramics—both garments and tile. The piece explores
the idea of humanity’s place on the planet. “We want to
create an interactive atmosphere for the participants,”
describes Moan. “I don’t want to give away much info.
But I’m super excited!”
Oklahoma artist Nicole Moan feels a deep connection
to the Earth. She’s unafraid of getting her hands dirty, be
it in gardening or creating, and she turns to the Earth, the
clay, as a medium for her creative work. Perhaps it’s also
that essential link, Moan’s working the Earth with her
hands, kneading and forming the clay, that is responsible
for that unexpected down-to-earth persona. “The clay
talks to me… it’s crazy to say but some parts of the clay just
don’t do what I need it to, so I just go with the flow.”

Moan’s home has become a portfolio for her creative use of
hand-crafted tile; her bathroom reveals a variety of textures.
Photo provided by the artist.

The exterior of Moan’s home boasts a hand-crafted tile coy
pond, among other tile murals. Photo provided by the artist.
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BY BOB BURKE

JERRY WINCHESTER:
DOCTOR OF FUN

Winchester was a
three-year football
letterman for the
Oklahoma State
University Cowboys.
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Working in the oil fields
of eastern Oklahoma,
Winchester met his future
wife, Rae, from McAlester.
She had just graduated from
college. When they were
married in April 1988, he said,
“I out-punted my coverage.”

Winchester and his daughter, Abbie, are the
only father-daughter duos to letter in sports
at Oklahoma State University. Abbie is a
member of the Lady Cowgirl basketball team.
Courtesy Oklahoma State University.

W

hat if you had a job that took you from the
stunning canyons of Alabaster Caverns and the
rolling hills and tree-lined valleys of the Osage Hills to
the towering pines and hardwoods of Beavers Bend State
Park…all in one week?
Jerry Winchester, executive director of the Oklahoma
Tourism and Recreation Department, has that job. Even
though dubbed the “Doctor of Fun,” Winchester’s job
requires several non-fun, but necessary duties such as
dealing with a budget that has long been anemic to
properly maintain Oklahoma’s incredible system of state
parks and recreation areas.
Winchester was born in Okmulgee, Oklahoma, and
raised in a mining town in Arizona. His family moved

during spring break one year in exchange for using the
rancher’s Cessna 150 to get his pilot’s license. Once the
plane was in Stillwater, Winchester flew in the morning,
went to class, participated in spring football practice, and
flew again in the evening. He took his check ride after
a month of instruction. Winchester graduated with a
degree in engineering technology from OSU in 1983.
After graduation, Winchester worked for the
Halliburton Company for 15 years. His career quickly
gained momentum as he transitioned to a variety of
management and operational roles. He was sent to
Kuwait after the Gulf War to help extinguish oil field fires.
In 1998, Winchester’s natural leadership and vision
presented him with the opportunity to join Boots &

Aubrey McClendon chose Winchester to lead a spinoff company of
Chesapeake Energy. Courtesy The Oklahoman.

back to Oklahoma where he completed high school at
Dickson in 1977. He thought basketball was his strong
sport, but football coaches at Oklahoma State University
(OSU) thought differently. They “discovered” him while
scouting players on a team Dickson played.
Winchester flourished at OSU. He was a three-year
football letterman as a defensive tackle and was named
to the Big Eight Conference Academic Team. Always
self-motivated, Winchester learned to fly an airplane in
an unorthodox way. He worked on a Dickson area ranch

The Winchester family supports
Oklahoma State University in a
variety of ways. From left, Jerry,
daughters Abbie and Leigh, and
wife, Rae. Courtesy Oklahoma State
University.
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Coots International Well Control Inc., the legendary oil
well blowout and firefighting company headquartered in
Houston, Texas. Winchester became president and CEO
of Boots & Coots until the company was purchased by
Halliburton. Along the way, he served as president of the
OSU Alumni Association in 2008-2009.
In 2011, Aubrey McClendon, CEO of Chesapeake
Energy Corporation, chose Winchester as the first
president and CEO of Chesapeake Oilfield Services,
a successful spinoff company. Three years later, he
transitioned to president and CEO of Seventy Seven
Energy, one of the nation’s premier oilfield services
company, and named for the number of counties in
Oklahoma.

state’s tourism and recreation agency. Stitt said he
chose Winchester because of his 35 years of executive
leadership in the private sector.
Tourism is Oklahoma’s third-largest industry
supporting more than 100,000 jobs and contributing
nearly $10 billion to the state’s economy each year. In April
2019, Winchester assumed control of the department that
includes the Oklahoma State Park system, the Oklahoma
Film + Music Office, Oklahoma Today Magazine, “Discover
Oklahoma” television show, the TravelOK.com website,
and Oklahoma’s Tourism Information Centers. His
immediate goal was to increase Oklahoma’s visibility
across the nation and demonstrate why the state should
be a Top Ten destination for entertainment, outdoor
adventure, and business conferences.

Sequoyah State Park near Hulbert provides a spectacular view
of Oklahoma’s natural beauty. Courtesy www.travelok.com.

The Oklahoma Fishing Trail is a cooperative
program between the Oklahoma Tourism and
Recreation Department and the Oklahoma
Department of Wildlife Conservation. Promoting
the program at Lake Thunderbird State Park near
Norman are, from left, J.D. Strong, Oklahoma
Lieutenant Governor and Cabinet Secretary
of Tourism and Branding Matt Pinnell, and
Winchester, who became executive director of the
Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department in
April 2019. Courtesy www.travelok.com.

Winchester learned many lessons running
international companies. Especially challenging was
navigating the ups and downs of the energy business. He
learned to deliver service and make decisions like a small
company with the critical mass and substance of a large
company. His most valuable lesson learned was, “You
can’t make money if you are mad.”
After Seventy Seven Energy was sold, Winchester
retired. That is until Oklahoma Governor Kevin Stitt
asked Winchester to join his team as head of the
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Winchester found low morale in the Tourism and
Recreation Department. There were payroll problems
detailed in a State Auditor’s report and mistrust between
employees and management. His biggest problem was
that the legislature appropriated only a small part of
the money each year that was necessary to maintain the
35 official state parks, the tourism information centers,
and other properties managed by the department.
Winchester needed $40 million a year, but the legislature
appropriated one-fourth of that amount.
The budget problem resulted in Winchester
looking for another source of revenue. Following the
lead of other states, he implemented a “parking fee”
at 22 state parks. He said the money was “absolutely
necessary” to help with upkeep of the parks. The

superb state parks system and that Oklahoma was simply
implementing a fee introduced years ago in national
parks. There is no fee for driving through any state park.
But if a visitor parks and uses the facilities, there is a
small parking fee. Oklahoma’s new parking fee system
includes an annual pass that is discounted for Oklahoma
residents and senior citizens.
Winchester has visited every state park in Oklahoma
except Black Mesa in the Panhandle, although that
is on his radar. He believes his biggest contribution
has been what he calls a “squaring away” across the
parks system. Tons of paper records were digitized and
shredded. Worthless equipment and unusable items
were thrown away. The park reservation system has been
modernized and expenditures are prioritized for needed

Roman Nose State Park near Watonga is one of the original
seven state parks in Oklahoma. Courtesy www.travelok.com.

One of Oklahoma’s unique state parks is Robbers Cave
State Park near Wilburton. In the late 19th century, the caves
created among giant boulders provided a safe haven for
those running from the law. Courtesy www.travelok.com.

agency had suffered a 54% decrease in state funding
in the previous decade. With less money, repairs and
maintenance of facilities were left undone. Winchester
was concerned that the lack of attention to parks
would result in the quality of structures in parks to go
downhill quickly.
The parking fee was controversial at first. Some
citizens believed use of state parks should be free.
However, after a series of public meetings, most people
recognized that more money was needed to maintain a

improvements and upgrades. Prices have been adjusted
and operating costs have been reduced.
Winchester’s vision is that Oklahomans and visitors
to the state have a great experience when they use state
parks. For him, that includes outstanding customer
service and amenities with access to the best outdoor
experiences Oklahoma has to offer.
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Although he's behind the BU
taproom bar now, Jake Keyes
opens his own facility in Automobile Alley this year. Photo by
Carol Mowdy Bond
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Jake Keyes:

Brewing Art in a Glass

A

s founder and brewer of Oklahoma City's first Native
American-owned craft brewery, the barely 40-something
Jake Keyes is dead serious about his Skydance Brewing
Company. And Keyes is gaining attention. Last year, Native
Business Magazine tagged him as one of the nation's "Native
Business Top 50 Entrepreneurs." "I'm most proud of that 'Top 50
Entrepreneur' award," says Iowa Tribe member Keyes, "because
it helps me shine light on the fact that Native Americans can be
successful entrepreneurs."
Born in Oklahoma City, Keyes grew up in Little Axe. From age
three, he and his brother were raised by their single dad, Ritchie
Keyes, in a mobile home. "We never had a phone. We came from
nothin'. My dad and uncle were the two hippies of the family. My
dad was just a workin' man who worked many jobs," recalls Keyes.
"Little Axe is where the Absentee Shawnee Tribe is. My friends
were Absentee Shawnee and Kickapoo."
Ritchie had a knack for brewing beer in the
kitchen, and that's how Keyes learned craft
beer brewing. For years, the two talked about
starting a brewery together.
Graduating from Little Axe schools, Keyes
then attended the University of Oklahoma.
But he moved on to Oklahoma City's
American Broadcasting School, graduated,
and had a short broadcasting career.

BY CAROL MOWDY BOND
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Ritchie, Jake Keyes' dad, had a knack for brewing beer in the
kitchen, and passed that to his son. The two planned to start a
brewery together. Courtesy Jacob Keyes.

However, Keyes tells that, "On a whim, I went
to the reserve police academy, and then became
a police officer for the Absentee Shawnee Tribe. I
finished top of the class.
"Our tribal chairwoman carried the Iowa Flag at
my graduation. Not long after graduation, she called
and said 'We need a security director at our casino.'
I took the job at Cimarron Casino in Perkins. Two
years after, I was into management at Ioway Casino
in Chandler. I was in Indian gaming for ten years in
Perkins and Chandler for the Iowa Tribe."

Shown with his son
Maddux, Keyes
served as a police
officer for the
Absentee Shawnee
Tribe, then as
security director for
the Cimarron Casino
in Perkins. Courtesy
Jacob Keyes.

Thinking back, Keyes tells about his dad's side
of the family. Ritchie's dad, George Keyes, had
been elected to serve on the Jones City Council
at age 23 and later served as mayor. As the son
of a pioneer family that established newspapers
in eastern Oklahoma County prior to statehood,
George purchased his father's newspaper publishing
business in 1952. For 25 years he published the
Oklahoma County News, the Harrah Herald, and
the Choctaw/Nicoma Park Free Press. George

served two terms in the Oklahoma State House
of Representatives and was elected to the state
senate. In 1977, the Board of County Commissioners
appointed George to be Oklahoma County's
assessor. Voters then elected him to four four-year
terms and he made quite an impact. Today the
Oklahoma International Association of Assessing
Officers annually honors one of its own with the
George Keyes Award.
Of his Native American heritage, Keyes
tells about his mom, Teresa, and his maternal
grandparents, "My grandpa, Lawrence Murray, was
Ioway and Otoe, and he was a Native American
dancer. He was also the Ioway Tribal Chairman.
And my grandma was full Osage. Her surname
was Pratt."
Related to the Winnebago and the Ho-Chunk
people, the Ioway were likely indigenous to
the Great Lakes area. Their language is a Sioux
language dialect.
The Ioway began moving south and relocated
numerous times. Their lands once stretched across
Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Kansas, and
Nebraska. But the United States government started
moving them until they ended up on a strip of land
10 miles wide and 20 miles long.
In 1878, some of the Ioway left their small
reservation and moved to Indian Territory, where an
Ioway reservation was created in 1883.
"The state of Iowa is named after the Ioway
people," says Keyes. "The Ioway and Otoe moved
into the Iowa area and Minnesota. Then later the
federal government put them onto reservations
along the Kansas-Nebraska border. Then in the late
1800s, the Ioway split into two groups. Half stayed
in Kansas and they are the Northern Ioway. Half
came into today's Oklahoma, and they are the Ioway
Tribe of Oklahoma. That's how my mother's family
came into Indian Territory. The federal government
anglicized the tribal name, Ioway, to Iowa."
As the Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma, the Ioway
people call themselves Baxoje (Bah Kho-Je),
meaning "Grey Snow People." Today Perkins is
home to their tribal government headquarters.
Ritchie struggled with multiple sclerosis,
and the disease worsened so he couldn't live at

Lawrence Murray dancing in the Grand Entry of an Iowa Powwow. Murray, Keyes' maternal grandfather, was Iowa and Otoe.
He served as an Iowa Tribal Chairman and was a Native American
dancer. Courtesy Jacob Keyes.

In a prophetic moment,
a young Jake Keyes won
an Honorary Brave
Award at his school's
Indian Club Powwow.
Courtesy Jacob Keyes.

Teresa, Keyes' mother, is with his daughter Rachel, and Teresa's father
Lawrence Murray, who was Iowa and Otoe. Murray, a Native American
dancer, was the Iowa Tribal Chairman. Courtesy Jacob Keyes.
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home. "When my dad got sick in about 2008,"
Keyes explains, "I quit working and moved to be
near him and take care of him. He had to go into a
nursing home."
Keyes found his dad's old beer recipes, brewed
some up, and took one to the nursing home for his
father to enjoy. His dad was so thrilled that Keyes
realized he might be onto something.

Using his dad
Ritchie's oatmeal
stout craft beer
recipe, Keyes
won the stout
competition at the
Bluebonnet Brew-Off.
Keyes now uses Ritchie's
recipe to make one of his
craft beers. Courtesy
Jacob Keyes.

With his garage as home base, Keyes drove his craft beer recipes, and brewing techniques, toward personal goals. Courtesy Jacob Keyes.

So, he took his dad's oatmeal stout beer to the
non-profit, Red Earth Brewers, an Oklahoma City
Homebrew Club. That's where he was prompted to
enter the recipe in the annual Bluebonnet Brew-Off
in Dallas, Texas—the largest single site home brew
competition in the Nation.
Using Ritchie's oatmeal stout recipe at the
Bluebonnet, Keyes tells "I won the stout category.
I was pretty excited. Dad's beer won. But that same
day that I won, I got the call that Dad died." Ritchie
was only 56.
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Of Skydance, Keyes explains, "I talked about
opening this brewery for years. The biggest
roadblock in my heart was that I wasn't capable of
doing it. I grew up with a dad who was a blue collar
worker and always told me to just get a job for $12
an hour and show up for work. That was a barrier in
my head, that's not how to do life. It took my dad
dying for a mindset change.
"Then it became an urgency thing. I was 35 or
36 years old. So, I started thinking a lot about when
my dad was in that nursing home. I visited him every

day, and talked to the people in the lobby a lot. I
remembered all the people in the nursing home,
waiting to die. And they were all full of regret.
"My dad wanted to open a brewery and
homestead in Alaska. I didn't want to be on my
deathbed, regretting having not done something.
When I die, I won't have regrets. I'm not scared of the
brewery failing. My real fear is not having tried.
"You think you're gonna' live forever, and have
time to do stuff. I set a deadline to have a brewery by
the time I turned 40."
In December. 2018, Keyes opened Skydance
at Brewers Union, aka BU. "BU has been a big part
of my success." With names like Sovereign Nation,
Fancy Dance, Lighthorse IPA, Oklahoma Gold,
and 49, Skydance exposes the public to Native
American culture.
Keyes packages Ritchie's oatmeal stout beer
recipe with the name 49. Keyes created all the rest
of his beer recipes himself. His recipe for amber ale,
which won a second Bluebonnet Brew-Off, is now
packaged as Mosquito Hawk Amber Ale.
"You can't have alcohol at a powwow," Keyes
explains. "But there's always a party after, in a
pasture or field or someplace that the adults didn't
know about. It was always called ‘The 49.’"
Of his dad Ritchie, Keyes remembers, "One of
my last memories is when we went to TapWerks Ale
House & Cafe in Bricktown. And my dad commented
that there's not a lot of beer from Oklahoma. And we
talked about how cool it would be to look up and see
our beer being ordered."
After founding Skydance, Keyes tells, "One of the
first places I got my beer in, was TapWerks. And after
it happened, I went out, and sat in the parking lot
and cried."
Skydance beers are now sold in more than
100 Oklahoma locations including liquor stores,
restaurants, bars, and casinos, plus the BU taproom.
Founder and owner of BU, Brad Stumph is
proprietor of the one-of-a-kind Oklahoma craft beer
incubation business. Located in Oklahoma City's
historic WestTen District, at 520 N. Meridian Ave., BU
is one of less than ten such businesses in the United
States. Stumph created a workplace and tools for
aspiring commercial brewers, shortening the learning

Keyes' amber ale recipe won another Bluebonnet Brew-Off award.
He now packages this beer as Mosquito Hawk Amber Ale. Courtesy
Jacob Keyes.
A few years ago, Keyes entered his craft beer recipes into the
National Homebrew Competition, winning more awards. Courtesy
Jacob Keyes.
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Brad Stumph showcases his Brewers Union fermentation equipment in Oklahoma City's historic WesTen District. Jake Keyes gives
a lot of credit for his success to Stumph. BU is the-only-one-ofits-kind-in-Oklahoma craft beer incubation business, which also
houses a taproom that's open seven days a week, and an event
venue. Photo by Carol Mowdy Bond.
Skydance Brewing Company is funneling terms like Sovereign
Nation, Fancy Dance, Lighthorse IPA, Oklahoma Gold, and 49,
into the public conscience. Keyes packages Ritchie's oatmeal stout
beer recipe as 49. But Keyes created all his other beer recipes. He
packages his amber ale recipe as Mosquito Hawk Amber Ale. His
Fancy Dance recipe gives a shout out to the highly popular Native
American dance of the same name. Historically Lighhorse was the
name for mounted Native American law officers. But some native
nations have given their modern law enforcement agencies the
same name. Courtesy Jacob Keyes.
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curve and helping them scale up. But Stumph gives
brewers a rigorous checklist to complete before
signing on with him.
At BU, craft brewers can learn the process,
produce the beer on site, and sell it through the
taproom and event venue. BU has a head brewer
teaching the process, all the equipment, plus an
operation specialist. The brewers create their own
recipes and the BU staff and facility enable them to
scale to commercial-size batches. Since opening, BU
has three alumni who built their own full-production
breweries and Oklahoma City taprooms. And BU
has a taproom that's open seven days a week and
doubles as an event venue.
By year's end, Keyes plans to move Skydance
from BU into a building he leased in Oklahoma City's
Automobile Alley. Located at 1 Northeast 7th, the
facility will house all of his brewing equipment, his
distribution operations, and the Skydance taproom,
complete with a big patio space and all the Skydance
products including Koozies, ball caps, and T-shirts.
When he opens Skydance, Keyes plans to have a
Native American "smoke off" or "smudging."
"As a ceremony meant to cleanse a location of bad
spirits and bless the location," Keyes tells, "when
we open our brewery, we will have a smoke off aka
smudging." Herbs are placed in a bowl and set on
fire. Eagle feathers are used to fan the smoke while
saying prayers to the Creator in the name of the
Creator, taking out the bad, and bringing in the good.
Considering his journey, Keyes says, "My mission is
to fulfill my and my dad's dream of opening a brewery.
What's something about the whole thing is we have
celebrated the Native American heritage with the
business. But it's my dad, a non-Native American, who
raised me, and inspired me in the brewing.
"My brewery goal has happened. Now my goal
is letting Native Americans know they can succeed
in business. In those ten years that I worked for my
tribe, I was around elders and youth, and all sorts of
organizations, and the community. And I noticed,
from the younger to the older, they seemed to be
stuck with the idea they are oppressed because of
the white man and government they can't do what
they want. There's nothing I could say to change their
attitudes. They need to see native people succeeding

in entrepreneurship and doing good things in business.
"I want Native Americans to see they can do it.
But the truth is, it's hard. And there will be tears and
a struggle. It's not because your skin is brown. It's a
battle for anyone to start a business. Believe you can
be successful in a white world."
In fact, Keyes has joined a growing Native
American population in the craft brewing business.
"A tribe in California just opened their own brewery,"
Keyes explains. "There's also native owned breweries
in New Mexico and North Carolina. The Osage
Nation opened a brewery in their casino in Tulsa
recently, and the Cheyenne and Arapaho Nation is
opening a brewery in one of their casinos. Tribes in
California have operated wineries for years.
"Craft beer is just that. A craft. It's an art form.
The culture surrounding craft beer is more similar to
the culture surrounding wine than it is to what people
may think of when they initially think about beer.
"Skydance isn't targeting Native Americans as a
target market for our products. We're targeting the
typical craft beer target market. But we're giving those,
who are typically not native, a glimpse into our culture.

To me, it's actually important that people see natives
having a positive relationship with beer in this way.
"In the end, my main mission, and the mission
of Skydance, is really all about other natives seeing
that someone like them is capable of achieving
something through entrepreneurship and capable of
living their dreams if they take action. Nothing about
their place in society, or their current situation, can
stop them from their dream if they have the passion
to make it happen. So, if one native youth sees
what we're doing, and that leads them to follow
their passion and start a business, then Skydance
Brewing will have been a success."
Keyes invests himself in others. Every month he
hosts military veterans, who are in the VA system
and are part of Project Healing Waters. He teaches
them to make lures in the BU taproom. Then he
teaches them to fly fish, to "get their minds focused
on good things in life," says Keyes.
Growing up, when Keyes was focused and
determined to accomplish something, his dad,
Ritchie, would tell others that his son was dead
serious. Looks like that's paying off big time. Cheers!

Investing in others, Keyes monthly hosts military veterans, who are in the VA system and are part of Project Healing Waters. He teaches
them to make lures in the Brewers Union taproom. Then he teaches them to fly fish. Courtesy Jacob Keyes.
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW? MONIQUE CALLINGASAN

Former Oklahoma Hall of Fame Teen Board Member and Intern
By Nicholas Sayegh

Monique Callingasan served on the Teen
Board of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame during
the 2017-2018 school year.

At Oklahoma City University, Monique
Callingasan is studying Entertainment Business.

It is both an easy and a hard time
for high school and college age
students to evaluate their future.
It is easy to see the path to future
success is education. It is hard to
navigate the new restrictions in the
classrooms and on campuses. It
is easy to recognize the value of
community involvement. It is hard
to make personal connections in
“normal” ways. Students still have
passions to pursue, talents to develop,
and expectations to exceed. Most
of the challenges didn’t change
in the COVID environment, like

socioeconomic barriers and limited
educational resources. Most of the
opportunities also still exist, like
leadership development, selfless
service, and the pursuit of individual
passion.
An excellent example of
self-cultivated leadership and
commitment is former Oklahoma
Hall of Fame Teen Board member
Monique Callingasan. An
Entertainment Business major at
Oklahoma City University (OCU),
Monique seeks to provide resources,
networking opportunities, and job
options to marginalized individuals.
Although she successfully navigated
the “new rules” for higher education
and cleared many imposed obstacles
throughout her high school
experience, she continually reiterates
how grateful and fortunate she was
as a young child to overcome the
adversity she faced growing up.
When asked about how she got
to where she is now, Monique
says simply, “As…an immigrant

From Manila, Philippines, Monique Callingasan immigrated with her family to the United States to
have the opportunity for an American education.
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ARE THEY
NOW?

Monique Callingasan is determined to
make a lasting impact through the arts and
empowerment.

“Be unapologetically yourself…
if you are hardworking,
passionate, and original,
people will recognize that
and you can grow and thrive
under your own conditions
in any career, or field that
you choose.”
from Manila, Philippines…and the
daughter of a teacher and a musician,
my parents ingrained in me the belief
that dreams are achieved through
hard work and education.” Monique’s
compelling passion for fine arts,
specifically instrumental music, is
rooted in the strenuous decision
of her father to abandon his career
as a bassist to provide her with “an
American education he never had
the privilege of receiving.” Coupling
her father’s appreciation for music
and her strong passion for servant
leadership, Monique spent her years
throughout her educational career
gaining experience towards her
future career as an entertainment
business professional.
Boasting an extraordinarily
impressive resume, a never-ending
passion for music and the arts, as well
as a heart to nurture her community,
Monique continues to pursue her

aspirations by any means possible.
During high school, Monique served
many worthwhile organizations.
She
G AY L O R D - P I C K E N S M U S E U M
served on the board of the Oklahoma
Youth Arts Council, an intern at the
El Sistema Children’s Orchestra, and
founded an Environmental Club at
both her former high school and
at OCU. As a former member of
the Oklahoma Hall of Fame Teen
Board, and future entertainment
business professional, Monique was
fascinated by the annual Oklahoma
Hall of Fame Banquet & Induction
Ceremony as it allowed her to
witness the event planning process
and provided ample networking
opportunities and insight into future
job concepts.
Monique continues to advocate
against those who discredit the arts as
a career choice and encourages teens
to engage with their communities to
utilize their given power to impact
others and improve the environment
around them. Monique’s ultimate
goal in life is exceedingly passionate,
During the annual orientation for the incoming
inspiring, and humble, which she
class, Monique Callingasan introduces herself
to other members of the Teen Board.
sums up best, “Wherever I end up,
I am confident that I will create
long-lasting contributions to society
Following in the footsteps of her father,
through art and empowerment.”
Monique Callingasan has a deep appreciation
for the role music plays in her life.
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Oklahoma Hall of Fame Members Becky Dixon and
J. C. Watts, Jr. served as masters of ceremonies for the
2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony.
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OKLAHOMA’S
HIGHEST HONOR
THE 2020 OKLAHOMA HALL of FAME
INDUCTION CEREMONY

M

ore than 135,000 tuned in to catch the 2020
Oklahoma Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony.
Due to the global pandemic, leadership of the
Oklahoma Hall of Fame made the difficult decision to hold
this year’s induction virtually. This was the first ceremony
in the organization’s 93-year history that did not include
an in-person audience.
Honorees and Presenters were filmed on location, with
the final elements recorded in the EDGE Productions
studio in Norman. Oklahoma Hall of Fame President &
CEO Shannon L. Rich and Chairman Bruce Benbrook
welcomed the virtual audience, including addressing the
impact the pandemic has had on the organization and the
challenges that lie ahead, before introducing Oklahoma
Governor Kevin Stitt. With masters of ceremonies and
members of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame Becky Dixon and
J. C. Watts, Jr. taking the stage, the 93rd annual Oklahoma
Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony was underway.
Inducted as members of the 2020 Oklahoma Hall of
Fame Class on November 12th were Calvin J. Anthony,
Stillwater; Chief Gary Batton, Clayton; Martha A. Burger,
Oklahoma City; Charles Dennis “Denny” Cresap, Afton;
Terry Stuart Forst, Waurika; Stephen M. Prescott, Oklahoma
City; Francis Rooney, Tulsa; and John W. Smith, Del City.
BY GINI MOORE CAMPBELL
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Filmed in studio, Oklahoma Hall of Fame President & CEO
Shannon L. Rich and Chairman Bruce Benbrook kicked off
the 2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony by
welcoming the virtual audience.

Oklahoma Governor Kevin Stitt congratulated the
Oklahoma Hall of Fame Class of 2020 on receiving
Oklahoma’s highest honor.
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Serving as Presenters were Burns Hargis, Stillwater; Dee D.
Baughman, Talihina; Teresa Rose Crook, Edmond; John Cresap,
Oklahoma City; Jerry Alvord, Lone Grove; Len Cason, Oklahoma
City; Gov. Frank Keating, Oklahoma City; and Lee Roy Smith,
Stillwater, respectively.
Making special appearances to congratulate the incoming class
were past inductees Johnny Bench, Kristin Chenoweth,Vince Gill,
and Toby Keith. In addition, Kyle Dillingham was named Oklahoma
Ambassador of Goodwill and debuted his newest song, “Homa”, for
the viewing audience. Dillingham also returned to close the show
with “Oklahoma!” The induction ceremony featured two mission
moments—one featuring the Oklahoma Hall of Fame’s virtual
programming and the other highlighting the 2020 Oklahoma Hall of
Fame Scholarship recipient Kamryn Brewer.
Audiences had a number of options in viewing the 2020
Oklahoma Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony, including the
organization’s Facebook page,YouTube channel, and website. OETA
aired the induction ceremony on November 14th and 15th to its
statewide audience.
One thing remains the same, the Oklahoma Hall of Fame
Induction Ceremony would not be possible without the generosity
of many. The Chickasaw Nation served as Presenting Sponsor for
the 2020 event and donor support, statewide and beyond, did not
waiver during these challenging times.
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C

CALVIN J. ANTHONY
stillwater

BURNS HARGIS
STILLWATER

The 18th president of
Oklahoma State University
and a 2009 Oklahoma Hall
of Fame Inductee, Hargis
presented Calvin J. Anthony
for induction.
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alvin J. Anthony grew up in Carney, Oklahoma with
his parents, Nicola and Alva, and four siblings—Bob,
Judy, Patty, and Sherry. He was active in Future Farmers
of America, earning top honors, played American Legion
baseball, and earned a spot on the all-class 1963 All-State
Baseball Team for the north half of Oklahoma before
graduating as valedictorian of his class. In attending
Oklahoma State University on a baseball scholarship,
he took with him a responsibility to serve others,
something he learned from growing up working in the
family’s grocery, dry goods, and feed stores. Anthony later
graduated with honors from the University of Oklahoma
College of Pharmacy.
He married Linda Thomas just three months following
his graduation from OU. The newlyweds returned to
Stillwater and purchased Tiger Drug, celebrating the
store’s centennial in 2008. Drugstores Anthony had
acquired in neighboring communities ultimately were
transferred to some of the 200+ young pharmacists who
had worked for them.
Always active civically, Anthony was elected Mayor of
Stillwater in 1985 and, as one of his first acts, instituted
a “sister city” agreement with Kameoka, Japan. The
partnership continues today. He next set his sights on the
Oklahoma House of Representatives. Elected, Anthony
served on Health, Education, and Appropriations
committees and helped pass much needed reform to
the Oklahoma Pharmacy Practice Act. While in the
legislature, he chaired a joint committee that successfully
solved funding obstacles between the University of
Oklahoma’s teaching hospital and the former Oklahoma
Memorial Hospital. Years later, Anthony was instrumental
in a similar scenario with Oklahoma State University and
its Medical Center.
Anthony has served as president of both the Oklahoma
Pharmacists Association and the National Association
of Retail Druggists, known today as the National
Community Pharmacists Association (NCPA), where
he was often called on to provide testimony before
congressional committees. Anthony became CEO of the
national organization and relocated with his family to
Washington, D.C., where he represented the interests
of 70,000 pharmacists and became a trusted advisor to
Presidents Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton on healthcare
reform and policy issues.
Returning to Stillwater, Anthony served as chair of the
OSU Alumni Association and was appointed to the OSU

A&M Board of Regents.
He currently serves on the
Stillwater Medical Center’s
Board of Trustees and
the BancFirst Stillwater
Advisory Board. He has
been the recipient of many
honors, including being
named Citizen of the Year
by the Stillwater Chamber
of Commerce and
inducted to the Stillwater
Hall of Fame. The NCPA
recognized him with the
John Dargavel Medal for
service to his profession
and created the Calvin
J. Anthony Leadership
Award in his honor. The
American Pharmaceutical
Association bestowed on
Anthony the Hubert H.
Humphrey Award for his
political influence for the
good of the pharmacy
profession.
Committed to making
a difference, the Anthonys
are members of the “Proud
and Immortal Society”
at Oklahoma State
University. The society
recognizes donors who
have given $1,000,000
or more. In addition,
through an endowment
made possible by the
couple, the University
of Oklahoma College
of Pharmacy annually
conducts the Calvin and
Linda Anthony Lectureship
in Entrepreneurship in
Pharmacy.
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R

CHIEF GARY BATTON
clayton

DEE D. BAUGHMAN, D.O.
TALIHINA

An Oklahoma State University
College of Osteopathic
Medicine graduate affiliated
with the Choctaw Nation
Health Services Authority,
Baughman presented Chief
Gary Batton for induction.
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aised in Clayton, Oklahoma, Gary Batton is the
youngest child of Dolly and Earl Batton and
serves as the 47th Chief of the Choctaw Nation—
the third-largest Indian Tribe in the United States.
A strong student, active in extracurricular activities
including Future Farmers of America, where he served
as president, and in sports, by the age of 14 Batton
had lived through his father’s paralysis, the result of an
accident, and the loss of a brother. He believes these
challenges prepared him for the life he lives today.
While attending Southeastern Oklahoma State
University, Batton accepted his first position in
the Purchasing Department with the Tribe. Upon
graduation with a degree in Business Management he
accepted the position of deputy director of the Housing
Authority, followed by executive director of Health, and
Assistant Chief. He established Drug Elimination and
Boys and Girls Club programs, among others; built the
first tribally-funded health facility in the United States;
and developed a $385-million economic plan to expand
gaming facilities.
On April 28, 2014, Batton became Chief of the
Choctaw Nation. During his inaugural address he
set a clear vision for his administration and those he
serves. Under his leadership the nation has expanded
and opened health clinics, travel plazas, casinos,
restaurants, wellness, childcare, community and food
distribution centers, and housing. A new Judicial Center
opened, as well as the new Tribal Headquarters, and
the Nation is partnering with NASA and the Federal
Aviation Administration’s Unmanned Aircraft Systems
Integration Pilot Program for the advancement of
drone research. The Reintegration Program helps tribal
members convicted of felonies become fully productive
members of society. In all, thousands of jobs have been
created for the people of southeastern Oklahoma and
tribal businesses have realized an overall profitability
increase of nearly 70%.
Batton immerses himself in the company of others,
from linguists, Tribal Councilmen, veterans, and elders
to the youngest members and future of the Tribe.
Batton has advised Presidents on Tribal relations and
strengthened and celebrated relationships with other
countries, including Ireland, the recipient of Choctaw
support during the Potato Famine in the early 1800s.
An avid stickball player, an ancient game of strength
played by the Choctaw for centuries, Batton has

played in an exhibition
on the National Mall in
Washington, D.C. and
annually participates in the
Trail of Tears Bike Team
rides and walks.
Batton has represented
the Choctaw Nation on
numerous boards and
committees, including
the National Budget
Committee for Indian
Health Service, the
National Health Service
Corps Advisory Council,
the Tribal Technical
Advisory Committee for
the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA),
and the Thunderbird Youth
Academy Foundation
Board. He currently serves
on the Children's Hospital
Foundation Board of
Advocates, the Choctaw
Nation Chahta Foundation
Board, the Southeastern
Oklahoma State University
Foundation Board, the
TMC (Texoma Medical
Center) Board of Directors,
and the First United Bank
Board of Directors. He has
been recognized as one of
Oklahoma's Most Admired
CEOs, an Oklahoma
Creativity Ambassador,
and an Outstanding
Alumni at his Alma Mater,
Southeastern Oklahoma
State University.
Married to his wife
Angie since 1987, the
couple makes their home
in Clayton.
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M

MARTHA A. BURGER
oklahoma city

TERESA ROSE CROOK
EDMOND

Executive Director of
Communities Foundation of
Oklahoma, Crook presented
Martha Burger for induction.
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artha Burger started out life in Stamford,
Connecticut, with her parents Jane and Robert
and older sister Sue. She graduated from Wilmington,
Delaware’s Concord High, where she was co-captain
of the cheerleading squad, before enrolling at the
University of Missouri and pledging Delta Gamma. She
relocated to Oklahoma and continued her education at
Oklahoma State University, earning her degree in Medical
Technology.
While working full time in Oklahoma City she earned
her accounting degree from the University of Central
Oklahoma and her MBA from Oklahoma City University.
She entered the oil and gas industry prior to accepting in
1994 a position with Chesapeake Energy Corporation—a
Fortune Magazine Top-100 Company. There she built one
of the strongest teams in company history, something she
is known for; chaired an annual United Way Campaign
raising more than $22,000,000; fostered a strong
relationship between Chesapeake and the Oklahoma
City Thunder; worked with Orange County Choppers
to build the first natural gas chopper in the world; and
was instrumental in the conception and development of
Oklahoma City’s boathouse district.
Following retirement after nearly two decades
with Chesapeake, Burger remained active civically
and continued supporting organizations important
to her. Then, in 2018, she became the first female
president at Oklahoma City University. As president
she has significantly increased the financial health and
strengthened the future of the university. From helping
sophomores move in freshman at the beginning of the
fall semester to celebrating matriculation ceremonies
with students and families, Burger is actively engaged.
She partnered with China’s Hunan Normal University to
increase educational opportunities for students; traveled
to visit alumni in Malaysia; and received the NAIA’s
Director’s Cup for the University being recognized with
the “country’s best athletic department.”
Burger’s honors include receiving from Oklahoma City
University an Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters,
being named Philanthropist of the Year by Oklahoma State
University, and recognized as a Distinguished Alumni by

the University of Central
Oklahoma. She is a threetime finalist for Woman
of the Year by The Journal
Record, named Panhellenic
Woman of the Year by
Delta Gamma, and received
the Byliner’s Award from
The Association for Women
in Communications.
Tapstone Energy, Central
Oklahoma Humane
Society, Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Oklahoma,
Community Foundation,
Amethyst Investments,
World Neighbors, and
Watermark Community
Bank are just a sampling of
those who have benefitted
from Burger’s commitment
to serve. Believing in the
importance arts and culture
play in a community,
she has been active in
leadership roles with OKC
Philharmonic, Price Tower
Arts Center, and Allied Arts.
Burger also has endowed
scholarship programs at
Oklahoma State University,
the University of Central
Oklahoma, and Oklahoma
City University. Her gift to
OSU-OKC, the largest in
its history, established the
Martha Burger Mentorship
Program.
Married to Donald
Rowlett in 1985, Burger
makes her home in
Oklahoma City.
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CHARLES DENNIS "DENNY" CRESAP
afton

JOHN CRESAP

OKLAHOMA CITY
President of Cresap Capital,
Cresap presented his father,
Charles Dennis "Denny"
Cresap, for induction.
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orn in Chicago, Illinois, Charles Dennis “Denny”
Cresap attended the University of Oklahoma and
pledged Phi Gamma Delta. Following college he enlisted in
the United States Army and served in Frankfurt, Germany.
His service complete and with an honorable discharge,
Cresap joined his family in Vinita, Oklahoma and accepted
a position with National Distillers, eventually relocating
to Tulsa and Oklahoma City when Cresap became state
manager. Offered a promotion that required a move to
New York, Cresap declined to remain in the Sooner State
with his wife Gail and young son John.
Cresap purchased a Ford dealership in Pawhuska before
joining the Anheuser-Busch family after purchasing a
wholesale beer distributorship in Bartlesville. Northeast
Distributing Company, later renamed Premium Beers of
Oklahoma, grew from serving two-and-a-half Oklahoma
counties to 27, including the capital city’s market. By
2011 Premium was one of the largest Anheuser-Busch
distributors in the world, selling more than 10.5 million
cases annually. In December of that same year the company
was sold to Anheuser-Busch with proceeds from the sale
creating the Cresap Family Foundation.
With a mission of improving the quality of life for
Oklahomans through the support of youth and families,
health and wellness, education, arts and humanities, and
animal welfare, the Foundation has awarded more than
$7,500,000 since its inception. In April, 2020, the Cresap
Family Foundation approved emergency grants of more
than $200,000 to assist local agencies with immediate
needs, focusing on food, shelter, and support for nonprofit
consulting in northeast Oklahoma in response to
COVID-19. The Foundation has provided matching funds
for the Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma for multiple years,
ensuring the greatest impact on the communities it serves.
With Vinita Public Schools the Foundation piloted
Adventure Academy, a summer learning program for local
children. With a focus on reading and coordinating with
the district’s ongoing literacy program, Adventure Academy
also includes instruction in science, math, drama, physical
education, technology, history, and art. In addition to
improving academic skills, the program also provided summer
employment for teachers and made field trips available for
students to realize new experiences. The Foundation plans to
expand Adventure Academy to other communities.
Cresap has been recognized by a wide range of
organizations and causes for his generosity and support.

Home of Hope, an
organization serving more
than 250 special needs
individuals in Craig,
Delaware, Ottawa, and
Rogers counties, presented
the Cresaps with their
Directors Choice Award
for their involvement
and financial assistance.
Morgan Park Academy,
attended by Cresap while in
Chicago, bestowed on him
the Duchossois Integrity
and Values Alumni Award
during the Academy’s 143rd
commencement.
Generous with his time,
Cresap is a member of
Gilcrease Museum, National
Ranching Heritage Center,
Ocean Reef Yacht Club, and
Prix de West of the National
Cowboy & Western
Heritage Museum, among
countless others. His service
has included the boards of
Pawhuska’s Chamber of
Commerce, Rotary Club,
and Country Club, the Beer
Distributors of Oklahoma
and the Anheuser-Busch
Wholesalers Advisory
Panel, and was Commodore
at Grand Lake O’ the
Cherokees’Yacht Club.
Married for more than 60
years, Cresap and his wife
Gail split their time between
several properties, including
Grand Lake O’ the
Cherokees and the family’s
15,000-acre ranch in Crag
and Nowata counties.
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TERRY STUART FORST
waurika

JERRY ALVORD
LONE GROVE

Carter County Commissioner
for District 3, Alvord presented
Terry Stuart Forst for induction.
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orn in Oklahoma City to R. T. “Bob” Stuart and
Beatrice Carr, it was time spent on the family ranch
in Caddo, Oklahoma that charted the course for the life
of Terry Stuart Forst. A graduate of Oklahoma City’s
Casady High School and Oklahoma State University,
where she earned a degree in Animal Science, Forst went
to work for her father on the ranch and successfully
managed the horse program, including promotions and
marketing, and aided with cattle operations.
Following marriage, the birth of her sons, and a brief
stint in real estate, Forst graduated first in her class
from Texas Christian University’s Ranch Management
Program and returned to ranching full time, managing
operations and more than 45,000 acres in Atoka, Bryan,
Jefferson, and Stephens counties. Stuart Ranch is the
oldest family-owned and operated ranch in the State
of Oklahoma and under Forst’s management the cattle
operation has improved and the horse program has
gained notoriety.
Recognized as a Leading Breeder by the American
Quarter Horse Association, Forst has transformed the
ranch’s breeding program. The mare band today includes
descendants of mares and stallions purchased by her father
in the 1940s. Forst has continued to operate the ranch in
the same manner that has worked for her and her family
for decades and Stuart Ranch is the first ranch to be
inducted to the Oklahoma Quarter Horse Hall of Fame.
Forst is a “cowgirl” in its truest sense—from the
arena and rodeos to working the herds, brandings, and
vaccinations. She served as the first woman president
of the Oklahoma Cattleman’s Association, was the first
woman named Cattleman of the Year, and is an inductee
to the National Cowgirl Hall of Fame. She is the
recipient of Oklahoma State University’s Master Breeder
Award and its College of Sciences and Natural Resources
awarded her the Distinguished Alumni Award. She has
been named a “Significant Woman in Agriculture” by the
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food & Forestry
and was recognized with The Trailboss Award from The

Chisholm Trail Heritage
Center And, she is a voice
for the industry that she has
devoted her life to.
Forst continues to
implement the philosophy
Stuart Ranch was founded
on—maintaining a breeding
program that ensures the
versatility of the American
Quarter Horse with speed,
agility, conformation,
and cow sense all critical
components. The ranch is
a charter member of the
National Cattlemen's Beef
Association, the Oklahoma
Cattlemen's Association,
and the Texas Southwest
Cattle Raisers Association.
Forst’s sons, Clay and
Robert, have joined her on
the ranch and operations
have expanded to include
Stuart Ranch Outfitters,
offering package hunts
through varied types of
terrain, Bar S Corriente
Cattle, and the Stuart
Ranch Meat Company.
The family, all making
their homes on the ranch,
now includes the seventh
generation working
alongside, ensuring this
Stuart family legacy.
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STEPHEN M. PRESCOTT
oklahoma city

LEN CASON

OLAHOMA CITY
Senior Partner of Hartzog
Conger Cason and Chairman
of the Board of the Oklahoma
Medical Research Foundation,
Cason presented Dr. Stephen
M. Prescott for induction.
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tephen Prescott grew up in College Station, Texas,
where both parents were involved in the academic
community. Strong academically, Prescott also excelled
in sports. He graduated with honors from Texas A&M
University and Baylor College of Medicine. Prescott
completed his medical training in internal medicine
and cardiology at the University of Utah and advanced
research at Washington University School of Medicine
(St. Louis, MO) before joining the faculty of the
University of Utah where he was a professor of internal
medicine and held the H.A. & Edna Benning Presidential
Endowed Chair.
While at Utah he and his colleagues contributed to the
detailed understanding of many human diseases, inventing
new approaches to diagnosis and treatment, and founded
the Eccles Program in Human and Molecular Biology
and Genetics, a unique interdisciplinary research program
in human genetics. The work in that program led to
the founding of the Huntsman Cancer Institute, where
Prescott served as the senior director of research and then
as executive director until 2005.
An Oklahoman by choice, Stephen M. Prescott, M.D.,
was named president of the Oklahoma Medical Research
Foundation in 2006 and raised $100,000,000 to fund the
largest expansion in OMRF history. The 186,000-squarefoot expansion has provided a state-of-the-art facility
where scientists and physicians work daily to fight a
range of illnesses, including heart disease, cancer, stroke,
multiple sclerosis, lupus, and Alzheimer’s disease. Their
work has advanced the understanding and treatment in
drug addiction, arthritis, and brain cancer. In addition
to drugs that earned FDA approval and are now treating
patients worldwide, the FDA also approved a pair of novel
diagnostic tests—one that tests for the coronavirus.
His selflessness and determination in finding the “cure”
are contagious, resulting in an unmatched ability to
harness talent for the benefit of others. The expansion
also earned gold-level LEED certification and, crowned
by 18 wind turbines, is believed to house the world’s
largest rooftop wind farm.
A sought-after speaker, Prescott has received some of
his profession’s highest honors, including being named
an Elected Fellow by the Royal College of Physicians of
Ireland and Honorary Faculty at the Royal College of

Surgeons of Armada, Cadiz,
Spain. Other awards include
the Utah Governor’s
Medal for Science and
Technology, the Sol Sherry
Prize from the American
Heart Association, and
the Houssay-BraunMenendez Medal from
the Argentine Association
for the Advancement of
Science.
Locally he has been
recognized as an Oklahoma
Creativity Ambassador,
Oklahoma’s Most Admired
CEO by The Journal Record,
and named Oklahoman
of the Year by Oklahoma
Magazine.
Prescott has authored
more than 250 scientific
articles, served as a senior
editor of the influential
Journal of Biological
Chemistry, and is on the
board of the Journal of
Clinical Investigation.
He has also served on
medical and scientific
advisory committees for
the National Institutes
of Health, the American
Heart Association, and the
American Cancer Society.
He also is a founder of
LineaGen, a biotechnology
company.
Married to wife Susan
for more than 50 years,
Prescott makes his home in
Oklahoma City.
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FRANCIS ROONEY
tulsa

FRANK KEATING
OKLAHOMA CITY

The 25th Governor of
Oklahoma and Member of
the Oklahoma Hall of Fame,
Keating presented Francis
Rooney for induction.

rancis Rooney was born and raised in Muskogee,
Oklahoma, alongside his five siblings. A graduate
of Georgetown University and Georgetown University
Law Center, Rooney also has received honorary degrees
from the University of Notre Dame and the University of
Dallas. He is a former member of the Texas and District
of Columbia Bars and holds a U. S. Coast Guard 100 Ton
Masters License sailing endorsement.
In 1984, Rooney and his family created Rooney
Holdings, Inc., a diversified group of companies. One of
the company’s subsidiaries is Manhattan Construction
Company, founded in Chandler, Oklahoma, in 1896 and
now managed by the fifth generation of the Rooney
family. Working his way up in the company, Rooney began
as an apprentice carpenter and was a member of Muskogee
Local 1072, now Local 943, of the United Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners from 1970 to 1990.
Projects completed by Manhattan include Presidential
Libraries for both George H. W. Bush in College Station,
Texas, and George W. Bush in Dallas, Texas; the AT&T
stadium in Dallas and the NRG stadium in Houston; the
U. S. Capitol Visitor’s Center; and the Walter Reed Army
Institute for Research. In Oklahoma, the company built
the original capitol in Guthrie and the state capitol in
Oklahoma City. In 2002 Manhattan added the dome to
the capitol building and is currently involved in a major
renovation of the entire building.
With a longstanding tradition of public and community
service, Rooney was appointed by President George
W. Bush to serve as U. S. Ambassador to the Holy See
from 2005 to 2008. He has served on numerous public
and private boards, including Tulsa’s St. Francis Hospital
and Florida’s Naples Community Hospital, the Florida
Gulf Coast University Foundation, the University of
Oklahoma College of International Studies, the Center
for the Study of the Presidency and Congress, the
Advisory Board of the Panama Canal Authority, and the
Young Presidents’ Organization.
In his home state, Rooney has served on the boards
of Tulsa’s local Red Cross chapter, the River Parks
Authority, The University of Tulsa, and the Metro Tulsa

Chamber of Commerce.
In addition, Atlas Life
Insurance, Purolator
Products, the Bank of
Oklahoma and BOKF,
Helmerich & Payne,
and Laredo Petroleum
have benefitted from his
leadership.
Rooney and his wife split
their time between Naples,
Florida, and Washington,
D.C. where Rooney
represents Florida’s 19th
Congressional District in
the United States House
of Representatives. In the
115th Congress, Rooney
served as vice chair of the
Foreign Affairs Committee
and a member of the Joint
Economic Committee. In
the 116th Congress, he
serves as ranking member
of the Western Hemisphere
Subcommittee of the
Foreign Affairs Committee,
a member of the bipartisan Everglades and
Estuary caucuses, which
focus on restoring Florida’s
ecosystems, and is the
Republican co-chair of the
Climate Solutions Caucus.
Rooney also is a member
of the Council on Foreign
Relations and the Council
of American Ambassadors.
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JOHN W. SMITH
del city

LEE ROY SMITH
STILLWATER

Former Olympic coach and
current Executive Director of
the National Wrestling Hall of
Fame Museum, Smith presented
his brother, John W. Smith,
for induction.
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el City’s John W. Smith is recognized as the greatest
wrestler in American history. A two-time Olympic
champion—winning gold in Seoul, South Korea in
1988 and again in 1992 in Barcelona, Spain, Smith has
been honored with nearly every award in his sport. He
was the first American ever chosen as the Master of
Technique and Wrestler of the Year by the International
Wrestling Federation (FILA) and was the first wrestler
to receive the coveted James E. Sullivan Award, given to
one outstanding amateur athlete annually. His inductions
include the National Wrestling Hall of Fame and the
Oklahoma Sports Hall of Fame.
At Del City High School, Smith compiled a 1055 record. At Oklahoma State University his 152-8-2
record included two NCAA individual championships
and a three-time All-American. Internationally, Smith
compiled a 100-5 career record that includes two
Olympic gold medals, two Pan American Games gold
medals, two Goodwill Games gold medals, and six
world championships. Until 2017 Smith held the record
for being the only collegiate wrestler to win a world
championship while still in college when he earned his
first in Clermont-Ferrand, France.
Records Smith still holds at Oklahoma State University
include career victories at 152, single-season victories
of 47, career bonus-point wins at 113, single-season
bonus-point wins at 39, and single-season bonus-point
win average of 90.7. A three-time Big Eight Conference
individual champion, Smith wrestled primarily at 134 lbs.
during his collegiate career with a 124-4 overall record.
He also competed at 126, compiling a 27-4-2 overall
mark and won his lone career match at 142.
His coaching career is just as impressive. Before he was
30 years old, Smith accepted the head coaching position
at Oklahoma State University. He has led his alma mater
to five NCAA team titles, coached 32 NCAA individual
champions and five Olympians, and brought 19 team
conference tournament championships, two Big 12 regular
season titles, and 120 individual conference titles back
to Stillwater. He has seen his student-athletes earn AllAmerican recognition 134 times, an average of 4.8 AllAmerican honorees per year, coached two Hodge Trophy
recipients, and owns five national championships as the
Cowboys’ head coach. Most recently, Smith led his squad

to its seventh consecutive
Big 12 tournament
title, with six Cowboys
claiming individual Big 12
Conference titles in 2019.
In 2019 the Cowboys also
finished with a 15-0 dual
mark, completing a perfect
season for the 46th time
in program history and the
seventh in Smith’s tenure.
Smith owns a 426-62-6
career dual match record as
head coach.
Smith’s other honors
include induction to the
FILA International Wrestling
Hall of Fame, recognized
as one of the 100 Greatest
Olympians of All Time at
the 1996 Atlanta Games,
and named Man of the
Year by Amateur Wrestling
News, Athlete of the Year
by USA Wrestling, and
Sportsman of the Year by the
U. S. Olympic Committee.
He has been named the
National Wrestling Coaches
Association Coach of the
Year twice and is a 15-time
selection as his conference’s
coach of the year. He has
been inducted to the OSU
Athletic Hall of Honor
and the OSU Division of
Agricultural Sciences and
Natural Resources named
a new wheat variety in his
honor—Smith’s Gold.
Smith, his wife Toni,
and their children live on
the family farm outside of
Stillwater.
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KAMRYN BREWER

2020 OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
Kamryn Brewer, a senior at Varnum High School in Seminole County, has
been named the 2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Scholarship recipient.
Her honors during her high school career include the Gordon
Cooper Pre-Engineering Academy Outstanding Student, Oklahoma
Honor Society, National Honor Society, and S.T.E.M. Regional
Standout of the Year. In addition to maintaining grades to be recognized
on the Superintendent’s
Honor Roll beginning in
2017, Brewer was selected
to represent Canadian Valley
Electric Co-op at YouthTour
2020 in Washington, D.C.
Actively involved in 4-H,
including being selected to
represent her home state at
the National 4-H Congress in
Atlanta, Georgia and serving
on the 4-H State Leadership
Council, Brewer has led and
participated in activities in
both the local and county
clubs. She organized a food
drive to benefit the local food
bank and a Christmas party/
chili cook-off for the local volunteer fire department. In addition, she
has organized monthly trips to the local nursing home and ensured the
maintenance of their flower beds.
Although currently undecided between the University of Oklahoma
and Oklahoma Baptist University, Brewer plans to major in speech
pathology and is considering minoring in ministry. She plans to earn her
master’s degree in speech pathology at the University of Central Oklahoma
and work with special needs students in local school systems.

“She is a leader of great influence not only with students her age,
but also with those both older and younger than herself.”
PASTOR TREVOR WILLIAMS, LIFE.CHURCH SHAWNEE
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KYLE DILLINGHAM

OKLAHOMA AMBASSADOR OF GOODWILL
During the 2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony
Oklahoma’s-own Kyle Dillingham was named Oklahoma
Ambassador of Goodwill. Dillingham started playing the
violin at the age of nine. While still in high school,
Dillingham was featured twice on Nashville's
Grand Ole Opry and performed with legends
Roy Clark and Hank Thompson. He later
went on to receive his bachelor's degree
in instrumental music performance from
Oklahoma City University.
Dillingham has taken his music to
41 countries earning him the title of
"Oklahoma's Musical Ambassador."
He has performed for the King of
Malaysia, the Princess of Thailand,
Beijing Central Conservatory,
and Singapore's National Day
Celebration. Dillingham also has
performed for many government leaders
including the Japanese, Thai and Saudi
Arabian Ambassadors, as well as for many
U.S. Ambassadors while abroad.
He is the youngest ever
recipient of the Oklahoma
Governor’s Arts Award; is
an Oklahoma Creativity
Ambassador; and has released
a dozen full length albums.
Managed by legendary
impresario, Jim Halsey,
Dillingham made his Grand
Ole Opry Debut in 2019.
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2020 OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME PATRON DONORS
PRESENTING SPONSOR
PIONEER PATRONS

AMERICAN FIDELITY FOUNDATION
MR. ROBERT A. FUNK
MR. AND MRS. DAVID L. KYLE
TOM AND JUDY LOVE

MR. KEITH BAILEY
BEER DISTRIBUTORS OF OKLAHOMA
MR. AND MRS. MIKE D. CASE
ELIZABETH PICKENS CORDIA
WENDY AND GENTNER DRUMMOND
GREG AND PAIGE ELLIOTT
IKE AND MARYBETH GLASS
MR. A.J. JACQUES
PEGGY KATES
MARILYN AND ED KELLER
ROXANA AND BOB LORTON
JULIE AND JOHN NICKEL
ADAM AND WHITNEY RAINBOLT
MR. AND MRS. JAMES H. ROONEY
MR. AND MRS. PATRICK T. ROONEY
MR. AND MRS. TIM P. ROONEY
THE WINCHESTER GROUP

LEGACY PATRONS

HOMESTEADER PATRONS

PREMIER PATRONS
MS. MARTHA A. BURGER
CHOCTAW NATION OF OKLAHOMA
CRESAP CAPITAL
CRESAP FAMILY FOUNDATION
INASMUCH FOUNDATION
KYLE FAMILY FOUNDATION
ROONEY HOLDINGS. INC.

HERITAGE PATRONS

BRUCE AND SHERYL BENBROOK
JAMES C. AND TERESA K. DAY FOUNDATION
FIRST UNITED BANK
FOUNDATION MANAGEMENT
MR. AND MRS. JOHN D. GROENDYKE
MR. AND MRS. HERMAN MEINDERS
OKLAHOMA MEDICAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
THE PAYNE FAMILY
UMB BANK
THE WILLIAM K. WARREN FOUNDATION
WHITTEN & BURRAGE, LLP

TRACKMAKER PATRONS

ALLEN FAMILY CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
MR. AND MRS. CALVIN J. ANTHONY
BANCFIRST
BANK OF OKLAHOMA
BROWN BROTHERS HARRIMAN & CO.
CHEROKEE NATION BUSINESSES
A.R. CLINTON: COMMUNICATIONS. STRATEGIES. CONTENT.
MR. AND MRS. CHAD DILLINGHAM
JIM AND CHRISTY EVEREST
MRS. HENRY J. FREEDE
CHIP AND SHANNON FUDGE
E.L. & THELMA GAYLORD FOUNDATION
HARDESTY FAMILY FOUNDATION
MR. AND MRS. JOE MORAN III
OGE ENERGY CORP.
OSU CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES
SEMINOLE STATE COLLEGE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION
MRS. MILANN SIEGFRIED/NORDAM
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA FOUNDATION
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM K. WARREN, JR.
ZARROW FAMILIES FOUNDATION

ROBBY AND CHRISTY BERRY
KAY BIRD
MR. AND MRS. G.T. BLANKENSHIP
ANN AND TRACY CAINE
PAUL AND MABEL CALDWELL
CAMERON UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
THOMAS AND JANE COLLINSON CHARITABLE FUND
SAM AND RITA COMBS
SANDRA L. ERWIN
CHERYL AND TOM EVANS
AMY ANNE FORD
JANE JAYROE AND GERALD GAMBLE
DR. AND MRS. GIB GIBSON
ROBERT AND CHERYL GREENWOOD
MRS. JANE B. HARLOW
DON AND MARY HERRON
MR. AND MRS. CARLOS E. JOHNSON
THE HONORABLE AND MRS. FRANK KEATING
DR. SEAN F. KELLEY
THE KERR FOUNDATION
LEWALLEN GALLERIES
ROSS AND BILLIE MCKNIGHT
NATIONAL COMMUNITY PHARMACISTS ASSOCIATION
MIKE AND JANA NEAL
THE OSBORN FAMILY
LILLIE M. TAYLOR OTT
MR. JOSEPH L. PARKER, JR.
MR. WILLIAM G. PAUL
THE RHULEN FAMILY
FRANK C. AND LUDMILA ROBSON
KAREN AND MIKE SAMIS
SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL OKLAHOMA FOUNDATION
KARI AND HARDY WATKINS
MR. AND MRS. ALLEN WRIGHT
THIS LIST REPRESENTS DONORS AS OF NOVEMBER 11, 2020.
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2020 LINK TO A LEGACY
The Oklahoma Hall of Fame annually partners with supporters to provide a link between those being inducted during the
current year and the legacies of previous inductees through Link to a Legacy. Listed below are those honored with Link to a
Legacy, including their years of induction and hometowns, and the sponsor(s) that chose to honor them.
GOVERNOR BILL ANOATUBBY

GIB GIBSON

WILEY POST

LOVE’S TRAVEL STOPS & COUNTRY STORES

CRESAP FAMILY

BOB BURKE

2004

ADA

2005 LAWTON

2004 MAYSVILLE

FRANK BAILEY

JOHN D. GROENDYKE

JAY G. PUTERBAUGH

STANDLEY SYSTEMS

VIRGINIA G. GROENDYKE AND FAMILY

THE PUTERBAUGH FOUNDATION

1932 CHICKASHA

2003 ENID

1950 MCALESTER

LARRY BRUMMETT

JAMES G. HARLOW, JR.

CHIEF GREGORY E. PYLE

DAVID KYLE

TOM AND PHYLLIS MCCASLAND, JR.

THE CHICKASAW NATION

1999

TULSA

1987 OKLAHOMA CITY

2007 HUGO

KENNETH H. COOPER

GEORGE HENDERSON

WILLIAM J. ROSS

COOPER CLINIC

CANDOR

INASMUCH FOUNDATION

DAN DILLINGHAM

FRANK KEATING

LEE ALLAN SMITH

MR. AND MRS. CHAD DILLINGHAM

FRANCIS ROONEY

THE CRESAP FAMILY

1983

OKLAHOMA CITY

2016 ENID

2003 NORMAN

2005 TULSA

2015 OKLAHOMA CITY

1994 OKLAHOMA CITY

FREDERICK DRUMMOND

MABELLE KENNEDY

JOHN F. SNODGRASS

CRESAP FAMILY
IN MEMORY, OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME

CRESAP FAMILY

JAMES C. AND TERESA K. DAY FOUNDATION

2004

PAWHUSKA

CHIEF WILLIAM A. DURANT
1932 ENID

CHOCTAW NATION OF OKLAHOMA

RALPH ELLISON

2002 OKLAHOMA CITY
BOB BURKE

TE ATA FISHER

1957 TISHOMINGO

1965 PAWHUSKA

1993 ARDMORE

ANNA LEWIS

JORDAN J. N. TANG

CHOCTAW NATION OF OKLAHOMA

IN MEMORY, OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME

1940 CHICKASHA

2008 OKLAHOMA CITY

JUDY LOVE

JUSTICE STEVEN N. TAYLOR

THE CHICKASAW NATION

THE PUTERBAUGH FOUNDATION

2010

OKLAHOMA CITY

2009 MCALESTER

TOM LOVE

HOLMES TUTTLE

THE CHICKASAW NATION

THE CHICKASAW NATION

2000 OKLAHOMA CITY

1975 TUTTLE

CANDOR
STANDLEY SYSTEMS

NEAL MCCALEB

WILLIAM K. WARREN JR.

JOSEPHINE FREEDE

THE CHICKASAW NATION

FRANCIS ROONEY

IN MEMORY, OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME

AUBREY K. MCCLENDON

LEE R. WEST

EDWARD L. GAYLORD

MARTHA BURGER

IN MEMORY, OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME

E.L. AND THELMA GAYLORD FOUNDATION

JESSIE MOORE

EDWARD K. GAYLORD
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Marques Haynes
B

orn March 10, 1926, Marques
Haynes was the youngest of four. He
grew up with his older siblings and their
mother, Hattie. They had no electricity
or running water, so the family used
kerosene lamps and bought water from a
neighbor who had a hydrant. Their home
was insulated with cardboard boxes
from the Sand Springs Box Company
across the street, covered with copies
of the Tulsa World, the Tulsa Tribune,
The Oklahoma Eagle, and The Black
Dispatch. Their house was in the Black
section of Sand Springs, a few streets
on the south side of the train tracks. His
mother made a living as a domestic
worker, washing and ironing clothing.
Haynes’ sister helped with her mother’s
business as a seamstress. Haynes
worked with his Uncle Jack cutting grass
in white uptown neighborhoods for 25
cents a day and sold newspapers.
Marques Haynes featured in an Oklahoma Publishing Company
newspaper in 1950. Photo courtesy of the Oklahoma Historical
Society, Oklahoma Publishing Company Photography Collection.

BY MATTIE P. BARLOW
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ll of his older siblings played
basketball for Booker T.
Washington High School, including
sister Cecil who was a star on her
team and took Haynes to her practices
when he was 5 years old. “When she
went to practice, she had to take me
with her, because nobody would have
been there to take care of me, being
the youngest in the family,” Haynes
said in a 2011 interview with Voices
of Oklahoma. He sat on the sidelines
playing with a basketball she gave him
and eventually learned how to shoot
from her. His brother Wendell taught
him how to dribble and his brother Joe
taught him about passing and guarding
defensively. Growing up in poverty
didn’t stop Haynes from falling in love
with the sport, everywhere he went he
would practice dribbling with whatever
he had, a tennis ball or a rubber ball,
and his siblings would build hoops for
shooting baskets out of economy-size
food cans or a barrel hoop and a grain
sack.
Haynes’ mother didn’t discourage
his love of basketball, but made sure
he prioritized his studies. Haynes’
stated, “My mom told me I could play
basketball as long as I wanted to, but
that they could take the ball away from
me, but not my education. Nobody
can take that.” One day Haynes read
about a Black basketball player, Pop
Gates, in the Black newspaper the
Pittsburgh Courier, who was being paid
$250 to play basketball. This discovery
of making money playing basketball
inspired Haynes to concentrate more on
the sport and his future.
In high school, Haynes started out
on the basketball team as a student
manager his freshman year, cleaning
up before and after the games. During
his sophomore year the team was
going to play in the National Negro
High School Basketball Tournament in
Tuskegee, Alabama. Haynes wasn’t
going to be taken with the team to
Alabama until a player got sick and
couldn’t go. The team stopped by
Haynes’ house at 5:00 a.m. the
morning they were scheduled to leave
and asked Haynes to join them. His

mother agreed, got Haynes ready for
the trip, and the team was victorious,
winning the tournament. Haynes even
made second-team All-American and on
the trip he met Dr. George Washington
Carver, Jr. and Eleanor Roosevelt. With
his high school basketball team, they
also won a state title. Haynes wasn’t
just a talented basketball player, he
was also an excellent student. Named
Second Team Scholastic All-American,
he received a $25 scholarship from his
church.
After high school, Haynes attended
Langston University. He hitchhiked
the eighty miles from Sand Springs to
Langston, even catching a mule-drawn
wagon for the last two miles. He
earned a degree in industrial education,
specializing in cabinetmaking and
welding, but he excelled at basketball.
During college at Langston, Haynes
continued to work cutting grass and
fixing lawn mowers. He also did
janitorial work at an elementary school
next to campus and later became a
janitor for the college gym, cleaning
after practice. He used the money to
pay his tuition.
In 1945, Haynes wowed
spectators in Baton Rouge, Louisiana at
the end of a conference championship
game against Southern University when
he dribbled the ball for more than two
minutes. Haynes dribbled between his
legs, behind his back, dropped to his
knees, and made circles around the
court. The crowd of 2,500 people
howled and threw paper planes, coins,
and eventually even their hats and coats
onto the court in excitement. With thirty
seconds on the clock Haynes laid on
his side, still dribbling the ball in front of
him despite the opposing team diving
and grabbing for the ball. Haynes’
coach did not approve of the spectacle
and ran out on the court to stop him,
but Haynes evaded him and drove to
the basket for two points. He didn’t stop
running and ran right to the locker room
with his coach not far behind yelling at
Haynes that he would not play another
game at the university, not realizing in
his anger that Haynes was a senior and
had just played his final game. While

playing at Langston the basketball
team won 112 out of 115 games and
Haynes caught the eye of Globetrotters
owner Abe Saperstein.
During Haynes’ senior year,
Langston had played the Globetrotters
and won 74-70. Haynes scored 26 of
those points. Known for their comedy
routines, the Harlem Globetrotters would

Marques Haynes about the age of 15 years old
on a family trip.
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Summer of 1950, Marques Haynes and the
Harlem Globetrotters returning from Europe.

Harlem Globetrotters training camp, 1948.

Marques Haynes dribbles between Bob Denhert
and Norman Baker of the New York Celtics, 1950.
Photo courtesy of the Oklahoma Historical Society,
Oklahoma Publishing Company.
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also appear in competitive games
with college and professional teams.
This was the first approach by the
Globetrotters to sign Haynes, but he
turned them down citing that his mother
would not approve of him leaving
school. Instead, Haynes received
his degree and went on tour with a
Globetrotter farm team, the Kansas
City Stars, before signing with the
Globetrotters in January 1947.
Saperstein founded the Harlem
Globetrotters, originally called the
Savoy Big Five, in 1926. Initially the
purpose of the team was to promote
the Savoy Ballroom nightclub in
Chicago, Illinois. The name change to
the Harlem Globetrotters associated
them with the cultural movement of
the Harlem Renaissance and better
articulated to audiences what to
expect. The Globetrotters traveled to
small towns to play semi-professional
teams in competitive games and
began incorporating tricks and
comedic routines that would be
staples of their games. With the
Globetrotters, Haynes became known
as “The World’s Greatest Dribbler”.
During the 1940s and the 1950s
he was one of the top players. The
NBA tried twice to sign Haynes—the
Philadelphia Warriors in 1953 and
the Minneapolis Lakers in 1955.
The Globetrotters, an all-Black
team, defeated the World Champion
Minneapolis Lakers, an all-white team,
in 1948. The game was significant
during a time of segregation, evidence
to the 18,000 spectators in attendance
at the Chicago stadium and NBA
executives that Black players could
compete with white players. Racial
disparity of the time was apparent
as the Lakers lodged at the lavish
Morrison Hotel while the Globetrotters
were forced to stay in a small,
dilapidated rooming house. When
traveling through the American South,
the team would have to drive for
hundreds of miles to find a drinking
fountain or a bathroom that they could
use or a place to stay. Restaurants
forced the team to order from the
back door and they always worried
about what the restaurants might do

to their food. Some games were
even segregated. In a 1985 Sports
Illustrated interview Haynes recalled,
“In Jackson, Mississippi, we played
before a Black audience. No whites
were allowed. We even had to have
a Black referee and Black scorers.
The only white in the building was
the sheriff and the only reason he
was there was to prevent whites from
coming in. In Birmingham we played
in the day for the whites and at night
for Blacks. In Atlanta we played for
a mixed audience, only Blacks came
through the side entrance and sat
upstairs.” In Odessa, Texas, the team
had to bunk on cots in the gymnasium
after the game because there were no
available sleeping accommodations
for people of color.
However, that racial inequality did
not extend on to the basketball court.
The 1948 game was close, tied 59-59
with 1:30 left in the fourth. Haynes
did what he did best, dribbling for
nearly 90 seconds, in an era before
the shot clock, while also avoiding
defenders when with just seconds to
spare he passed to Ermer Robinson who
scored 2-points just before the buzzer
to win the game. Surprisingly, Haynes
accomplished that victory despite having
fractured vertebrae when he fell jumping
for a rebound. He refused to be taken
out of the game and visited the hospital
the next day. The Lakers would lose to
the Globetrotters again in a rematch
in 1949. In 2003, Haynes told USA
Today that a lot of people thought the
first win was just luck, “The second
game made people believe that we
were not only good comedians but
good ballplayers. I’m sure the league
would’ve eventually integrated, but this
helped it happen a lot sooner.” The
team embarked on their first international
tour in 1950 and played before
75,000 people at Berlin’s Olympic
Stadium in 1951. The U.S. State
Department wrote a letter to Saperstein
after the 1951 trip to Berlin dubbing the
team Ambassadors of Goodwill and the
team would continue to be bestowed
many accolades from world leaders
and U.S. Presidents for representing the
United States on the world stage.

Despite the Globetrotters success,
Haynes butted heads with management
over his salary. Saperstein once told
Haynes during a contract dispute,
“Negroes don’t need as much money
as the white man.” Saperstein would
not negotiate so Haynes went on to
form his own traveling team, the Harlem
Magicians. The Philadelphia Warriors
offered Haynes a $35,000 contract
which would have made him the highest
paid NBA player at the time, but he
turned it down in an effort to support his
fellow Black basketball players. Goose
Tatum left the Globetrotters and joined the
Harlem Magicians where he was able to
make more money. Haynes was able to

On one occasion in Little Rock the
secretary at a big department store lied
to Haynes about her boss being out of
the office. When he told her to let him
know Marques Haynes had stopped by,
she replied, “Why, you’re that famous
Harlem Globetrotter, aren’t you?” He
was then escorted to a board meeting
in the executive suite. Within three
months of opening, his women’s clothing
line Biella, Ltd. was in 500 stores across
the United States, featuring a collection
by Black fashion designer Milton Kent
Lord. Haynes sent a group of Black
employees to Italy to tour factories, study
machines, and ultimately open a blackrun factory. Biella was the first major

Photo taken by Sports Illustrated Magazine of
Marques Haynes and wife Joan in the 1990s.
(Left) Marques Haynes demonstrating some ball
handling techniques.
Biella was the first black-owned and operated
fashion house on Seventh Avenue in New York
City, and it was featured in Forbes Magazine
in 1973.

use the contacts he made while traveling
with the Globetrotters to book games for
the Magicians, despite lawsuits filed by
Saperstein meant to stop him.
From 1972 to 1979, Haynes
rejoined the Globetrotters as a player
and a coach. Haynes not only knew
the business of basketball, he also ran
businesses in water-filtration, heating
and air conditioning, insurance, an icecream parlor, real estate, and clothing.
Haynes founded a successful Italian
knit-house in 1973 that was featured
in Forbes Magazine and several other
high-end publications. Thanks to his
celebrity status, many doors opened for
Haynes that would not have otherwise.

black-owned and operated fashion
house on Seventh Avenue. In a 1973
interview with the Beaver County Times,
Haynes stated, “A game is a game. An
act is an act. Isn’t that what fashion is
all about? It’s making clothes that help
people put on a good day-to-day show.
It’s making the right moves at the right
time. It’s being noticed in the crowd. I’m
pretty good at all that.” Haynes would
combine his fashion and basketball
careers, making appearances at
department stores in cities where the
Globetrotters were scheduled to play.
Following a players’ union dispute
with the Globetrotters, Haynes’ toured
with the Bucketeers from 1979 to 1981,
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Marques Haynes left the Globetrotters in 1953, forming his own basketball team—the Harlem Magicians.
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with the Harlem Wizards from1981
to 1983, and then again with his
recreated Harlem Magicians team from
1983 to 1992. Haynes’ basketball
career would span over five decades,
playing his last game in 1998. He
had played more than 12,000 games
in over 100 countries, for presidents,
popes, and people all over the world.
Haynes was the first Harlem Globetrotter

inducted into the Naismith Memorial
Basketball Hall of Fame in 1998 and
was also inducted into the Langston Hall
of Fame, the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics Hall of Fame,
and the Oklahoma Sports Hall of Fame.
After Haynes passed away in 2015
the Globetrotters dedicated their 90th
anniversary tour to Haynes and wore
a uniform patch in tribute. Globetrotters

CEO Kurt Schneider said, “Marques
was a pioneer, helping pave the way for
people of all races to have opportunities
to play basketball, and for the sport to
explode on a global scale. His unique
and groundbreaking style of play set
the tone for modern basketball as we
know it. Anyone involved in basketball
worldwide is indebted to Marques.”

Marques Haynes with presenter Bill Russell at the
2011 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony.

Marques Haynes with Kareem Abdul-Jabbar in
Washington, D.C.

Marquea Haynes and Larry Byrd were both inducted
into the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame in 1998

Proud to support the
TEL LI N G OF O KLAHOMA’S STORY

through its p eople
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OHOF’S STORY THROUGH ITS PEOPLE

2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Honoree Terry Stuart Forst was filmed on location at Stuart Ranch in Waurika as part of her induction.

At the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma’s Tribal Headquarters, 2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Honoree Chief Gary Batton shared
memories of his childhood and his early years with the tribe.

In his home office, Calvin Anthony was interviewed as part of his 2020 induction to the Oklahoma Hall of Fame.

Oklahoma City University President and 2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Honoree Martha Burger
tour of the campus during filming for the annual induction ceremony.
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gave staff and the production team a

On location in Stillwater, the production team filmed 2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Honoree Calvin Anthony and his wife Linda with
their herd of Longhorn.

Denotes Member of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame

CALENDAR

EVERY TUESDAY
OHOF ADVENTURES
VIRTUAL FIELD TRIPS FOR AGES 8-15

At his home on Grand Lake O’ the Cherokees, 2020 Oklahoma Hall of fame Honoree Charles Dennis “Denny” Cresap recorded his
acceptance remarks for the first-ever virtual Oklahoma Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony.

EVERY THURSDAY
DISCOVERY DAYS
VIRTUAL STORY TIME, CRAFTS AND
SHOW AND TELL FOR AGES 3-7

MARCH 15-20
A SPRING THING
ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS OF ALL AGES

JANUARY 9
SEE YOU SATURDAY
FREE ADMISSION TO THE
GAYLORD-PICKENS MUSEUM

MARCH 24
BEYOND THE BOOK
VIRTUAL CHATS WITH AUTHORS
AND SUBJECTS

JANUARY 21
THE VISAGE OF
MODERN MATRIARCHY
EXHIBIT CLOSING

APRIL 10
SEE YOU SATURDAY
FREE ADMISSION TO THE
GAYLORD-PICKENS MUSEUM

JANUARY 19
CULTURE ON THE PRAIRIE:
CELEBRATING OKLAHOMA'S
ART MUSEUMS
SPECIAL EXHIBIT OPENING

MAY 8
SEE YOU SATURDAY
FREE ADMISSION TO THE
GAYLORD-PICKENS MUSEUM

FEBRUARY 2
CLARA LUPER ARCHIVES
EXHIBIT OPENING
FEBRUARY 9
BEHNAZ SOHRABIAN,
TAMMY BRUMMELL,
AND BEATRIZ MAYORCA
FINE ART EXHIBIT OPENING
FEBRUARY 13
SEE YOU SATURDAY
FREE ADMISSION TO THE
GAYLORD-PICKENS MUSEUM
MARCH 1
OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME
NOMINATION DEADLINE

In Heritage Hall at Oklahoma State University, 2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Honoree John W. Smith shared highlights of his
wrestling and coaching careers.

MARCH 13
SEE YOU SATURDAY
FREE ADMISSION TO THE
GAYLORD-PICKENS MUSEUM

MAY 20
OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME
2021 CLASS ANNOUNCEMENT
SUNNI MERCER
AND JESSICA BELLAMY
FINE ART EXHIBIT OPENING
EVERY THURSDAY
IN JUNE & JULY
SUMMER THURSDAYS
ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS OF ALL AGES
JUNE 12
SEE YOU SATURDAY
FREE ADMISSION TO THE
GAYLORD-PICKENS MUSEUM
JUNE 23
BEYOND THE BOOK
VIRTUAL CHATS WITH AUTHORS
AND SUBJECTS

VISIT OKLAHOMAHOF.COM FOR DETAILS AND REGISTRATION
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OHOF’S STORY THROUGH ITS PEOPLE

More than 500 took their turns in the Edith Kinney Gaylord Garden during Fall Y’All enjoying a wide range of activities, including
pumpkin painting.
Make-and-take crafts were enjoyed by the more than 500 that visited the Gaylord-Pickens Museum for the Fall Y’All Festival in November.

Martha Burger , 2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Honoree, worked with the production team to record her acceptance remarks for the
virtual induction ceremony.

The Fall Y’All Festival at the Gaylord-Pickens Museum welcomed guests of all ages and
encouraged the youngest visitors to dress up.
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John Cresap, left, who presented his father for induction, and Honoree Charles Dennis “Denny” Cresap toast to Denny being named a member of the Class of 2020.

“Making Music” was one of the many activities guests enjoyed during the Fall Y’All Festival at the Gaylord-Pickens Museum.

Artist David Holland, featured in the Earth to Sky exhibit at the Gaylord-Pickens Museum, visits with guests attending the meet and
greet this fall.
With more than 70 students across Oklahoma, the Teen Board virtually meets every month to discuss their fundraising initiative and
interact with leaders and mentors.

Those attending the Fall Y’All Festival on November 14th were able to pot their own plant and take it home.

Guests who registered to attend the Earth to Sky Meet-and-Greet enjoyed meeting the artists and viewed the diverse work featured.

2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Honoree Chief Gary Batton and Gini Campbell following
the recording of Batton’s acceptance remarks on location in Durant.

Denotes Member of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame
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OHOF’S STORY THROUGH ITS PEOPLE

Oklahoma Hall of Fame Honoree John W. Smith invited the production team into the mat
room during practice while on location preparing for the first-ever virtual induction ceremony.

On the front porch of her home on the Stuart Ranch, 2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame
Honoree Terry Stuart Forst in her boots baring the ranch’s brand.

Rylie Sopp showing off the luau hat she made as part of Virtual Summer Thursdays at the Gaylord-Pickens Museum.

In planning for the year ahead, Shannon L. Rich recorded promotional messages for the
Oklahoma Hall of Fame and its many programs.
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At the Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation, 2020 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Honoree
Stephen M. Prescott recorded his acceptance remarks in preparation for the virtual
induction ceremony.

Isabel, left, and Gabrielle Harzheim participated in Virtual Summer Thursdays and made their own luau hats.

As part of Fall Y’All, families enjoyed performing songs together with Boomwhackers.

During the Earth to Sky Meet-and-Greet in the Tulsa World | Lorton Family Gallery, artist
Barbara Scott explains technique in creating her one-of-a-kind pieces.

NEW RELEASES

OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME PUBLISHING
			
			

Principles and Perseverance:
The Life of Don Nickles

			
By Bob Burke and Ryan Leonard
				
			
$28.95

DONOR HIGHLIGHT

Mrs. Henry Freede, 1927-2020
Don Nickles rose higher and wielded more influence in Congress than any other Oklahoma Republican in history. His political career ran for a quarter of a century and took
him from the back bench of the Oklahoma State Senate to the No. 2 position in the United
States Senate.
As the youngest Republican ever elected to the U.S. Senate, Nickles never lost an
election and helped turn the Oklahoma Republican Party into the powerful force it is
today. His pleasant personality and refusal to make political battles personal helped him
win the respect of opponents as he climbed the leadership ladder. Along the way he
served as chairman of the National Republican Senate Committee, chairman of the Senate Republican Policy Committee, and finally as Assistant Majority Leader.
After his public service, Nickles stayed in the nation’s capital and formed a successful
consulting firm known as The Nickles Group.

				
				

Oklahoma City University School of Law:
Come to Learn. Learn to Lead.

				

By Lee Peoples and Bob Burke

				

$28.95

For many decades, Oklahoma City School of Law has served as the capital city’s law
school and its alumni is a “who’s who” in Oklahoma’s history. Within the last decade,
the School of Law has played a vital role in helping Oklahoma City reach its full potential
with its return to downtown Oklahoma City. In making the original Oklahoma City High
School building its new home, the School of Law did not just breathe new life into an old
building, it is contributing to the economy and energy of the city’s core. Those attending
the School of Law have access to the latest technology, state-of-the-art educational amenities, the most extensive collections, and the best professors in their chosen field—all made
possible by the generosity of their fellow Oklahomans.
Listed on the National Register of Historic Places, the School of Law’s new home has
a rich history in its own right. Designed by Solomon Andrew Layton, one of Oklahoma’s
most celebrated architects, the structure was home to Oklahoma City’s first high school.
Opening in 1910, it graduated classes of Oklahoma students through 1968 before
becoming home to several prominent corporations, including Southwestern Bell Telephone
and Oklahoma Farmers Union Mutual Insurance Company, and served as the command
center following the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in 1995.
With the Oklahoma City University School of Law now calling it home, this historic
structure nestled in the downtown of Oklahoma’s capital city has returned to educating
and preparing the leaders of tomorrow.

BY HALSEY MUSSELMAN

Born and raised in Plymouth, United Kingdom
in 1927, Josephine (Jose) Freede was known
for her innate generosity. Freede met her
husband, Henry, while working together at
the Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt Orthopedic
Hospital in England. In 1950 the couple
moved to the United States, marrying in New
York. Studying for U.S. citizenship sparked
her interest in public service, philanthropy,
and volunteerism.
That same decade, the couple established
a permanent life in Oklahoma City. It is
here that Freede created a legacy to last for
generations through her civic work, board
service, and giving heart. Her passion for the
arts, education, health services, and politics
was unmatched, and for these reasons,
Freede received Oklahoma’s Highest Honor,
induction into the Oklahoma Hall of Fame, in
2002.
A supporter of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame
since 1973, Freede’s significant gifts over
the years have allowed the Oklahoma Hall
of Fame to continue vital programming and
helped make the opening of the GaylordPickens Museum in 2007 possible. Known
as the “million-dollar volunteer”, Freede’s
willingness to donate her time and resources
to organizations made her a pillar of the
Oklahoma community. Freede’s kind and
generous spirit, charm, and wit will be
missed tremendously. However, the impact
that Freede had on Oklahoma will allow her
incredible life to live on and be celebrated.
For more information on becoming a
Friend of the Medallion donor or learning
more about supporting the Oklahoma Hall of
Fame’s mission, please contact Michelle Sopp,
director of development, at 405/325.3207
or via email at ms@oklahomahof.com.
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FRIENDS OF THE MEDALLION GIVING SOCIETY
Friends of the Medallion have a shared interest in preserving and telling the stories of extraordinary Oklahomans. Their support sustains
the 92-year tradition of recognizing accomplished Oklahomans with the state’s highest honor–induction into the Oklahoma Hall of Fame.
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OKEMAH

Robert and Karen Browne
Family Fund
NICHOLS HILLS

Mr. Frank C. Robson
CLAREMORE

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Ross
OKLAHOMA CITY

Ed Ruscha

VENICE, CA

Mr. T.W. Shannon

OKLAHOMA CITY

EDMOND

TULSA

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Larsen
Mr. and Mrs. Duke R. Ligon

Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Stansberry

Michael S. Neal

Bill and Lynne Schonacher

PERKINS

OKLAHOMA CITY

PRAIRIE VILLAGE, KS

Rebecca and David Keesling
TULSA

TULSA

OKLAHOMA CITY

OKLAHOMA CITY

Kayse M. Shrum, D.O.
TULSA

TULSA

THANK YOU TO ALL DONORS OF THE OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME
A portion of every donation, regardless of the amount, goes toward funding Oklahoma: Magazine of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame and its distribution to
every senior high school library statewide.
With questions, please contact Michelle Sopp at 405.523.3207 or ms@oklahomahof.com. This list represents donors making unrestricted contributions as of November 10, 2020.
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Your partner in business solutions.

DIRECT
MAIL

PROMOTIONAL
PRODUCTS

CORPORATE
APPAREL

FULL
COLOR
PRINTING

TARGET
MARKETING

GRAPHIC
DESIGN
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405.677.9633 • sales@presortfirstclass.com • 2621 SE 15th Street, OKC, OK 73129 • presortfirstclass.com

GAYLORD-PICKENS

MUSEUM

YES! I WOULD LIKE TO SUPPORT THE OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME.
SUBSCRIPTION................................ $35

MR./MRS./DR./MS.
SPOUSE 					

PREFERRED TELEPHONE (

INDIVIDUALISM............................... $50

)

PERSEVERANCE.............................. $100

ADDRESS				EMAIL

PIONEER SPIRIT. . ........................... $250

CITY					STATE		ZIP

OPTIMISM.. ................................... $500
FRIENDS OF THE MEDALLION........ $1,000

PREFERRED LISTING

MISTLETOE CIRCLE.. ..................... $2,500

Your name as you wish to be acknowledged in Oklahoma Hall of Fame publications.

GOLD CIRCLE.. ............................ $5,000

CHECK PAYABLE TO: OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME
CHARGE MY

VISA

MASTERCARD

DISCOVER

NUMBER						

CONSTANCY CIRCLE....................$10,000
AMEX
EXPIRATION DATE

/		

CVV#

SIGNATURE						
MAIL TO: OKLAHOMA HALL OF FAME | 1400 CLASSEN DRIVE | OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73106

DONATION LEVELS & BENEFITS
SUBSCRIPTION | $35

OPTIMISM | $500

GOLD CIRCLE | $5,000

•One-year subscription to Oklahoma: Magazine
of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame and Hall of
Fame Headlines e-newsletter

•Pioneer Spirit benefits plus one weekday use of
the Devon Classroom or Centennial Boardroom

•Friends of the Medallion benefits plus one
weekend use of a Gaylord-Pickens Museum
event space*

INDIVIDUALISM | $50
•Subscription benefits plus annual admission
pass to the Gaylord-Pickens Museum, home of
the Oklahoma Hall of Fame
•Invitations to gallery openings, book signings
and other Oklahoma Hall of Fame and
Gaylord-Pickens Museum events

PERSEVERANCE | $100
•Individualism benefits plus annual family
admission pass for two adults and household
children under 18 to the Gaylord-Pickens
Museum, home of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame

PIONEER SPIRIT | $250
•Perseverance benefits plus a 25% discount on
a one-time rental of the Devon Classroom*

FRIENDS OF THE MEDALLION | $1,000
•Optimism benefits plus invitation for two to
Friends of the Medallion special events in 2019
•One weekday use of a Gaylord-Pickens
Museum event space*
•Advance opportunity to purchase tickets to the
Oklahoma Hall of Fame Banquet & Induction
Ceremony
•Recognition in Oklahoma: Magazine of the
Oklahoma Hall of Fame and the Oklahoma
Hall of Fame Banquet & Induction Ceremony
printed program

•Recognition at the Oklahoma Hall of Fame
Banquet & Induction Ceremony and in the
printed program.

CONSTANCY CIRCLE | $10,000
•Gold Circle benefits plus the opportunity to honor
one member of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame with
a Link to a Legacy at the Oklahoma Hall of Fame
Banquet & Induction Ceremony in November
•Customized benefits package

MISTLETOE CIRCLE | $2,500
•Friends of the Medallion benefits plus one
weeknight use of a Gaylord-Pickens Museum
event space*

*Event space must be used within one year of contribution and is subject to availability; additional fees may apply
For more information about any of our donor levels or to customize your donor package at the $2,500 level and above, call Michelle Sopp at 405.523.3207.
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Stronger Together

It’s been a little over a year since the Heritage and AmeriTrust families joined to create
Oklahoma’s leading wealth management company. We are better together, better than ever,
with the talent and resources to be even better tomorrow. Thank you for the opportunity
to serve you and your family, helping create a legacy for generations to come.

AmeriTrust and Heritage Trust colleagues are ready to meet you wherever you are. Top row from left on computer: Harvie Roe, Joni Land, Aaron Jack, Bruce Carson.
Middle row from left: Leah McCombs, Whitney Hufnagel, Kenny Brown, Kathleen Kreigel. Bottom row from left: Kevin Karpe, Michael Romero, Deidre Waltz, Quin Swiney.

405-848-8899, heritagetrust.com

918-610-8080, ameritrusttulsa.com

$3.95

ALWAYS OPEN AT
WWW.OKLAHOMAHOF.COM

Explore the virtual
Oklahoma Hall of Fame today!

FREE FAMILY PROGRAMMING PROVIDED BY

Telling Oklahoma’s
Story Through Its
People Since 1927

Share your story!

OPEN
Tuesday-Thursday
9 AM to 1 PM

@OklahomaHoF

1400 Classen Drive (NW 13th Street and Shartel Avenue) | 405.235.4458 | oklahomahof.com

